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THEs COLONIAL SECRETARY: I
am glad to hear it. An isnpresion is
apt to get abroad.

Question put, and a division taken
with the following result:

Ayes
Noes

... .. ... 12
4

Majority for..

Ays. Note.
Hon. 0. Bellingham Hon. J. Mi. Drew
Hon. 0.EB. Dempster Hon. F. W. Langaford
Hon. W. 10Xin Hon. J. A. Thomson.
Hoii. R. Launre Hon. T F.O0. Erimoage
Hon. W. T. Loton :lTellff).
Hon. M. L. Noss
Bon. W. Oats
Hon. C. A. Piesse
Hon. G. Rlandell
Hon. R. F. Shoan
Ron. J. W. Wright
HOn. 3. fl. CommaJJ

Question thus passed.
HON. MV. L~. MOSS, referring to pro-

cedure. did not intend to ask the House
to send this resolution on to the Legis-
la tive Assembly, because according to
Section 11 of the Interpretation Act it
was necessary that a resolution to dis-
allow regulations should be passed by
both Rouses of Parliament. The Legis-
lative Council having passed this resolu-
tion affirmling that the particular
regulations should be disallowed, then if
any member of another place chose to
follow that up, it would be open to him
to move to that effect in the other
Chamber. The resolution passed in this
Chamber would, as he understood,
authorise the forwarding of this Address
to the Governor; and as it would be of
no avail unless the other House took the
same course, be would leave it to some
member of another place to take the
necessary action if thought desirable.

PAPERS PRESENTED.
The COLONIA SECRETARY laid on the

table: - s, Lunacy Rules, Fees, and
Forms. 2, "Administration Act, 1903"
-Additional Regulations- 3, Instrtc-
tions to Agents of Curator of Intestates'
Estates. 4, Gaol Regulations-Amended
Scale of Rations for Asiatic Prisoners
north of Geraldton.

ADJOURNMENT.
THE COLONIAL SECRETARY, in

moving that the House do adjourn until
the next Wednesday, explained that he

had expected to be in a position to bring
forward a, Supply Bill at this sitting, but
now found that the Bill would not be
ready until the next Tuesday; and as the
House could deal with it at the next
sitting on Wednesday, he would not ask
members to meet earlier.

Question passed.
The House adjourned at 5-22 o'clock.

until the next Wednesday.

irgislatibc A Ts rnib IV,
Thursday, 13th July, 1905.
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THE SPEAKER took the Chair at 3-30
o'clock p.m.

PRAYERS.

QUESTION-RAILWAYS DUPLICA-
TION, COST.

Mit. FOULKES asked the Minister
for Railways: i, From what fund is the
cost of the duplication of the railway
from Perth to Arruadale and Chidlow's
Well paid, and what is the estimated
cost of such duplications ? 2, Under
what authority are such duplications
madeP

THE MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS
replied: i, (a.) Duplication, Burswood
to Armadale, costin X29,964 18s. 7d.,
was charged to General Loan Fund.
(b.) Duplication, Lion Mill to Ohidlow's
Well, costing X9,397 4s. 10d., was
charged to General Loan Fund. 2,
Approved by the Hon. Minister for Rail-
ways for the time being.
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QUESTION-RArLWAYS ACT, AS TO
AMENDMENT.

MR. HOBAN asked the Premier: i
Is it the intention of the Government to
introduce during the present session an
amendment to the Railwa~ys Act? 2, If
so, when? 3, If not, why noti

Tax: PREMIER replied r, I am Dot
prepared to make any statement in
regard to the intentions of the Govern-
ment while the Amendment to the
Address-in- Reply remains undecided.
z, Answered by No. 1. 3, Answered by
No. 1.

QUESTION-BATTERIES INSPECTOR,
HOW APPOINTED.

MR. HEITMANN asked the Minister
for Mines: Did the Mines Department
call for applications throughout the State
for the position of Inspector for Public
Batteries ?

THs MINISTER FOIL MINES re-
plied : No.

QUESTION-RAILWAY TARIFF NEW
RATES, EXPLANATION.

MR. FRANK WILSON asked the
Minister for Railways: i, What increased
revenue, if any, does he estimate to
receive from the new railway tariff ? 2,
What is the increase in rates, if any, on
principal goods carried, based on the
average distance earned ?

THEm MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS
(H1on. W. D. Johnson) replied : In order
to reply to the questions Noe. I. and 2, it
will be necessary for tue to make a short
statement in connection with the Rate
Book. and if the House will bear with
mne I will do so :. -

Under the new rate " Miscellaneous " the
minimum was raised to 10 miles in accordance
with Eastern States practice, thus slightly
raising short-distance traffic. From 14 miles,
the 1902 rate applies right through Grain,
etc., is a new class; formerly it was "A"
class, now " A" class rates prevail up to 75
miles, after which a slight reduction on
previous rates takes place. The reduction
is more pronounced afterwards. For example-
-"A" rate, 150 miles 17a., grain rate 15s. 6d.;
200 miles, 21Is. 3d.. grain rate 1s. 4d. ; 250
miles 25s., grain rate 21s. ad.; so0 miles 28s.
9d., grain rate 24s. 2d.; 350 miles 31s. ld.,
grain rate 26s. 3d.; 400 miles 35s., grain
rate 28s.

"A" mninimum is raised to 10 miles; after
that, rates are as per previous book.

"B" ditto, ditto.

"C" includes all special, which formerly
were charged as "1B " plus GO, and the elasi-
ffcsation has been widened so as to include a
number of items about which some contro-
versy existed, which is now done away with.

tAvTec.-lst, minimum raised to 10 miles,
thus increasing the shorter distances; after
10 miles the same rates prevail as before. 2nd,
are as in previous Rate Book. 3rd, are as in
previous Rate Book.

PaxnaxSNTInt RAv1Ss.-Theae have dis-
appeared from the Rate Book. They were
principally giving to Western, Australian
produce, such as jams, butter, sauces, etcetera,
a lower rate than productions of the same
sort ex the other States of the Commonwealth.
The Conference of Railway Commissioners in.
Sydney in 1904 agreed that action to carry
out the entire abolition of preferential tariffs
should be taken, and it is now accomplished.
In the 1902 Bate Book, on pages 49 and 50,
special rates for grain and similar produce
grown in Western Australia were provided on
the up jonmey, i.e. to a, port or in the direc-
tion of a port. Thus produce for Fremsantle
would travel from Northam to Fremantle
10s. 9d. per ton; York to Fremantle, 10s. 9d.;
Narrogin to Fremantle, l8s.; Wagin to
Frematle, 14s. 3d.; Katanning to Fremantle,
149. 9d. Prom Fremantle to Northaun, 109. 9d.;
York to Fremantle, lie. 8d.; Fremantle to
Narrogin. 19s; Frenmantle to Wagin, 21s, 3d.;
Fremantle to Katanning, 2Ms, 3d. The new
rates either way are:- Fremantle and Northam,
10s. 7d.; Fremantle and York, lie. 7d.;
Fremantle and Narrogin, l6s. 10d.; Fremantle
and Wagi, 18s. 8d.; Premantleand Kstanning,
20s. 7d. In the new Rate Book, the special
cheap W.A. produce rates have no place, but
now are taken from Northam to Kalgoorlie,
new rate 24a. 2d., old rate 29s. ; Beverley to
Kalgoorlie, new 26s. 5d.. old 30s., Narrogin
to Kalgoorlie, new 28s. Gd., old 3is.;j Wagin
to Kalgoorlie, new 29a.. old 3is. 6d.; Katan-
ning to Kalgoorlic, new as, old 3sa. Od.
Western Australian coal: page 63 of 1902 book
provided forfirat five miles, is. ad. per ton; after
that id. per ton per mile. In the new Rate
Book the s.a rate is provided to Bunbury,
Perth, and Fremantle, and stations between,
but beyond that the rate has to be 'I It," and
is the same for Collie as for Newcastle coal,
both being products of the Commonwealth.
Butter, dripping, lrd, cheese, dairy produce,
preserved fruit and vege-tables, jams, ma~rma-
lades, sauces, vinegar, were formerly carried in
large quantities as classes 1 and 2; say, Perth
to Kalgoorlie, class 1.£4 189.. class 2 £6 s. 6d.
per ton. These have now-in half -ton lots--
been placed in class "1C." which gives Perth
to Kalgoorlie S3 7s. per ton. It is difficult to
arrive at the probable difference to revenue
which may result through the alterations
made; bat it is estimated that from £912,000
to.£15.OO0 will be the reduction to the public,
on the lines mentioned. The low rate of " B"I
plus 50 per cent., which formerly was limited
to a certain clams of mining machinery, has
now been made to apply to all machinery-

02uestione. Raffinny Tari
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mining saw-illing, electrical, galvanised and
blacgtuingi to 4 inches diameter, etcetera,
excepting for boilers, stacks, fines, etcetera,
which are clearly set out in the classification.
Tbis will probably make from £5,000 to.£7,000
par year differenice. It is estimated that a

dop of from £20,000 to £26,000 will be ex-
precd on this account, but it is expected
thttenatural increase of traffic will corn-

pensa~te for same.

QUESTION-PUBLIC BATTERIES. COST
AND ERECTION.

MR. H. GREGORY asked the Minis-
ter for Mines: r, What was the pur-
cha-se price of the Yarrn Battery Y 2,
What was the total cost, including pur-
chase, carting, and erection? 3, Is it
true that a Mr. Johnston, engineer at the
Glengarry Battery, offered to dismantle,
cart, and erect the battery for X1,200?P
4, What previous experience had the
supervisor, Bettenay, in the erection of
batteries? 5, When is it anticipated
that the battery will be in working order?

Tnu MINISTER FOR MINES re-
plied: r, £2,500. 2, Purchase, £2,500;
new material forwarded, £9800; cartage
of or iial plant under public contract.
£9670; cartage of now plant under public
contract, £560; rail freight on material,
£240; wages -- dismantling under Bet-
tenay, £220; re-erection under Rettonay
till arrival of battery manager, £460;
re-erection since arrival of battery man-
ager, £21,500: total cost, including pur-
chase, carting, and erection (not including
-water supply), £6,950. 3 , No. 4, Bet-
tonay was highly recommended as having
considerable experience in erection of
machinery and plant, and was tempor-
arily engaged to dismantle the plant, and
this being satisfactorily done, the re-erec-
tion was proceeded with under his super-
vision till a battery manager was sent on
the plant, arriving there on 28th January
last. 5, F~rom latest information the
plant was to start on the 11th inst.

QUEsTION-PUBLIC BATTERY SLIMES,
LEONORA.

Ax GREGORY asked the Minister
for Mines: s, Did the Government give
an option over the accumulated slines at
the Leonora State battery? z, If so,
what were the terms of the option and to
whom given ? 3, If Option was given,
were public tenders called for the slimes

oraypblicity given to the desire of the
Government to dispose of themP

THE MINISTER FORl MINES
replied: r, For the purpose of experi-
menting with a new process for treat-
ment of slimes, application was made by
Mr. Morgan Field for permission to trea
slimes at Leonora Battery. Permission
was given conditionally on the treatment
being started within a given time, and.
subject to payment of a royalty of 2s.
per ton. Any receipts from this source
would, as the Government 'would not be
liable for any expense in erection of
plant, have been reserved to satisfy any
claims from persons claiming an interest
in the slines, The time condition was
not fulfilled, so the arrangement has
lapsed. No tenders were called.

QUESTION-MINING REGULATIONS,
PUBLICATION.

MR. GREGORY asked the Minister
for Mines: When is it proposed to
gazette the Regulations to be framed
under " The Mining Act, 1904 ?"

THE MINISTER FOR MINES
replied that the Regulations under "The
Mining Act, 1904," would be gazetted
to-morrow. They come into force south
of the 24th parallel of latitude on 1st
August, and north of the said parallel
on the 1st September.

QUESTION- ABORIGINES IN THE
NORTH.

MR. F. CONNOR, without notice,
asked the Premier:. Has any communi-
cation been received by the Government
fromi the settlers in the North, following
on the report of Dr. Roth in reference to
the present position of the native ques-
tion in that portion of the State?

THs PREMIER: I regret I am unable
to answer the hon. member's question
withbout notice.

PAPERS PRESENTED.
By the PRExi ER:t. Gaol Regulations-

Amended Scale of Rations for Asiatic
prisoners north of Gerald ton.-

By the M17InSTER Font JUSTICE: 1, COPY
of Instructions to Agents of Curator of
Intestates' Estates. 2, Additional Regu-
lations under " The Administration Act,
1901"~ 3, Copy of Lunacy Rules, Fees,
and Forms.
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ADDRESS-IN-REPLY.
DEBATE ON AMENDMENT.

Resumed from the previous Tuesday.
THE PREMIER (Hon. H. ]3aglisb):

In rising to resume the discussion on
the amnendment which the leader of the
Opposition proposed, I wish to cordially
reciprocate those remarks which he offered
at the outset of his speech. I have
always. endeavoured to discuss political
issues in this House without introducing
any unpleasant personalities, and I shall
follow the "ame course in the future, so
long as I have the honour to be a mem-
ber here, as I have adopted in the past.
I hope that on all sides of the House it
will be possible for us to discuss the
large and important issues which the

public entrust us to deal with, without
allowing any of our political views to
interfere with those personal friendships
which I believe at the present moment
do prevail between members on both
sides of the House, and which I hope will
continue to live. The hon. member then
tried to modify his statement by a
promise that be would undertake certain
culinary operations, and that in order to
do so it might be necessary for him to
break certain eggs. I received tbat state-
ment, I might almost call it a threat,
with a lrge amount of vague alarm;
but if hon. members of this House wait
until the hon. member's cooking is com-
pleted before they enjoy a repast, they
will run a great danger of suffering from
starvation ; because, so far, the shells of
those eggs on which he was going to try'
his treatment have proved impervious.
They bave remained unaffected by
his efforts to crush them. The hon.
member can be congratulated, and I
think fairly, on the length of his remarks.
[MR. OBAN: Did 'you saythe "weight"?]
I cannot offer him the same congratula-
tion on the weight of his remarks. The
hon. mnember may he said to have built a
very imposing edifice; but unfortunately
he forgot what every builder should re-
member, that before a structure is erected
it is necessary to find a foundation; and
because thehbon. member forgot all about
the necessity for a foundation, the first
breath of criticism is liable to cause his
imposing edifice to totter if not to fall.
I may point out that one of the first criti-
cisms levelled against me was that I bad
taken the public into my confidence on

Ialmost every subject, but had utterly
failed to do so in regard to the question
of finance. Now I have stated in public
and in this RHouse that it is not customnary
for the Treasurer to give interim Financia
Statements. Usually be brings down once
a year to members of tbis House a state-
ment of the financial position of the
country, and then expresses his views in
regard to the requirements of the State,
and submits the proposals of the Govern-
ment for the ensuing term of twelve
months. It is not customary for the
Treasurer in between his two Budget
Statements to go round giving detailed
statements in regard to the financial
position. In order to allow the public to
have an intimate knowledge of the finan-
cial position of the State there are certain
publications which periodically convey
all particulars of the financial trans-
actions that take place in the interval.
These are followed by the public state-
ment mnade when the financial year
terminates. I was very much surprised
at the hon. member charging me with
any secrecy in this matter, because the
hon. member was Treasurer 12 months
ago at a time when a general election
was proceeding, and at a time when,
naturally, the Government of which he
was a member would wish to place before
the country a full statement of their
management of the finances; a most im-
portant matter when an election is to be
settled, because on the management of
the finances the electors must be asked to
a large extent to give their votes, But
what do I find ? I find in the hon mem-
ber's speeches to his electors' and in his
speeches to the electors of other districts,
no detailed information whatever.

MR. RiSON: What do you find in the
then Premier's speeches ?

THE PREMIER: No detailed informna-
tion whatever in regard to financial
affairs. Surely the hon. member would
not expect th e Premier, who was not
Treasurer, to give to the country the
information for which be (Mr. Rason)
was then responsible as TreasurerF But
apart fromn that, when the then Premier

*(Mr. James) delivered his policy speech
in March, three months before the general
election, he did not go into details of the
finances; and subsequent speeches by him
followed practically on the same lines as
the first and principal policy speech.
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Between that policy speech and the
elections, which were held close on the
close of the financiall year. I think on the
29th June, there wasno financial utterance
from the hon. member for Guildford
(Mr. Rason), although the hon. mem-
ber had in the meantime taken over
from Mr. Gardiner, who was Treasurer
at the time, the management of the
finances, and as the new Treasurer
might have been reasonably expected to
have made some announcement in regard
to the course which he proposed as
Treasurer to follow. The financial year
has now closed with the result I indicated
on Tuesday last; and I am reproached
by the hon. member for the fact that
there is a deficit on the work of the year,
and reproached with some of my own
utterances on the subject. Now those
utterances were made under certain con-
ditions. I stated what I believed to be a
reasonable estimate of the revenue likely
to be received during the financial year;
and, so far as I was able to frame it. what
was likely to be the expenditure. That
estimate was not altogether realised.
[MR. BASON : On both sides ?] Not on
either side. I led the House to believe
it would not be realimed on the expendi-
ture side ; but, unfortunately, the revenue
likewise was not fully realised, although
the estimate on both sides will bear
comparison with the estimates that have
been submitted to this Rouse by othe~r
persons who have filled the Treasurer's
chair before me. That estimate showed
an anticipated revenue of .23,677,739,
against which the actual revenue
amounted to £3,615,339 15s. 6d. There
were excesses of receipts amounting to
£88,000 i~s. 7d., and there was a defi-
ciency on the estimates of other items
amounting to £100,401 Is. id., leaving a
net deficiency of £262,400 4s. Gd. I do not
think it is necessary at the present moment
for me to go into this statement at any
great length. For one thing I have not
had the time, since the books for the year
closed on the 10th inst., to analyse these
figures for myself; and on the other
hand I wish to emphasise the point that
the deficiency in the revenue received, as
against the estimated revenue, more than
accounts for the existence of a deficit ; and
if my predictions had been realised, the
arguments 1 submitted to the House
when introducing my Budget Statement,

that with rigid economy we could so
order the affairs of the State that a de-
ficiency would be avoided, would have
been amply justified by facts.

MR. BARON: What is the difference
in tbe expenditure ?

THE PREMIER: It is due largely to
economies that have been effected in
different departments. [MR. GREGoRY:
The Public Works Department?] I
shall give the hon. member the figures in
regard to the Public Works Department
a little later. I am quite prepared to
give them, and I can say that they will
bear favourable comparison with those
before this Government took office. I
am willing to assure the hon. member
that the expenditure has been larger in

iproportion to the money voted than in
preVious years.

MR. RALSON: Keep to the estimate.
On the one hand you are dealing with
the estimate, and on the other you are
dealing with the actual expenditure.

THE PREMIER: I am prepared to
deal with both, and hon. members will
very much help me to deal with them in

imethodical order if they refrain from
interjecting irrelevant matter. The in-
terjection of the member for Menzies
(Mr. Gregory) was irrelevant to the
matter I was speaking of. The member
for Guildford (Mr. Rason) pointed out
that I could not claim that the shrinkage
in the Commonwealth revenue was re-
sponsible for any portion of the deficit,
or for more than a&very small portion,
and he pointed out that the shrinkage
did not amount to more than £10,000.
In quoting that amount the hon. member
was giving me credit for less thau was
actually received.
I Ma. EAsON: I was taking the figures
of Sir George Turner.

THE PREMIER: I am telling the
hon. member that he gave the Govern-
ment credit for receiving less from the
Oommonwealth than we received, because
the deficit was only £8,360 149. Id. [Ms..
HOPKINS: That makes your estimate all
the worse.] Yes; but there is one con-
sideration. to be taken into account.
When my Estimates were framed, I was
not aware of an outstanding debt which
my predecessors had left to be paid for
Savings Bank work, and which amounted
to something over £14,000. Therefore,
to the actual deficiency of £C8,360 has to
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be added this old-standing debt of
£214,000.

MR. RAsoy: Had the claim ever been
presented P

THE PREMIER: Yes; in Mr. Gar-
diner's term of office.

TnE MINTSTER FOR MiNze: Hear,
hear.

THE P REM IER: If the hon. member
wishes to contradict me, I am quite pre-
pared to produce papers and to lay them
on the table for the information of the
hon. member.

MR. HOpxixg: Hear, hear. We will
have them.

THe PREMIER: I only hope he will
have them. The. member for Guildford
can have them without moving for them.
If he chooses to see them to-mnorrow they
are available for inspection. I am just
pointing out that this represents practi-
cally X23,000 of the deficiency of £46,000.
I may mention that another item on
which there has been a failure to realise
the revenue estimated is that of the
Phillips River smelter. In this case the
revenue we estimated to receive could
not be received within the term of the
finanicial year. The smelterhas been doinggood work and profitable work, but the
returns have not been sufficiently forward
to enable us to bring to the credit of this
year's revenue a sum anything like
equivalent to that which I estimated to
receive; and in estimating it I was rely-
ing on the advice I received from the
department concerned It has not been
sufficient to enable me to credit anything
like the amount anticipated, which under
this head last year was £75,000, the
actual amount received being £29,115
Os. 4d. The deficiency on that one item
alone amounted to £45,884 19s. 8d.
I do not think it is necessary for jue to
weary this House by going into a series
of these items in detail. I am simply
here to say that I have always, despite the
member's words to the contrary, been
anniots to take the House and the
country, as far as possible, into my con-
fidence; but I felt it would be wrong on
my part to profess to give an epitome of
the year's work to the House or the
country until I was in a position to give
it with a certain amount of reliability.
The House and the country would have
just cause of complaint against me if,
before the year expired, I put forward

three or four different estimates of
revenue and expenditure--one estimate
when I came to make the Budget Speech,
one when the year was half expired, a
third when the year was three-parts
expired, and a fourth estimate when eleven
months had gone. Each one of these
would be liable to be affected by the
work of the closing months of the year,
and members would very justly criticise
me and have complaint against me if I
miade a series of statements, any one of
which or indeed one and all of which
might, through causes over which I had
no control, many of which I or any
Treasurercould not anticipate, proved mis-
leading to the country. I may add
farther that a Treasurer might, in some
instances, if he adopted this principle of
putting forward a series of estimates in
consequence of a bad month or two, do
certain damage to the State by basing bis
opinion on a bad month or two, and not
taking into account the possibility of a
good month that might come. However,
I do not intend to labour farther on
that particular point. Another ques-
tion dealt with by the member, and
I intend to take his main points in
the same order as he did, was the
condition of the funds on the 9th August,
the day on which he left office. After
giving the figures. which were. accurately
stated by the member, he alleged that the
financial condition when the Government
took office was better than when any
Government that preceded it took office,
Just previous to the time when this
Government took office, Mr. James, the
then Premier, said:-

During the course of the last year or two the
position has been by no means free from
anxiety. We have been adding to our loan
expenditure. Works have had too be carried
out, and on more than one occasion we have
had great difficuilty in knowing howv money
was to be obtained.

That was the statement made by the
Premier when the loan funds were in
credit, just a month or two before the
Government went out of office. When
that Government went out of office
there was a deficiency on loan at-count of
no less than £2142,000; therefore the
condition of affairs in regard to that one
fund was much worse than when Mr.
James pout forward not too bright a
picture of affairs. But the member
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quoted the figures relating to the 9th
August as follows: " There were in the
banks X1131,303 2s. 9d. In addition to
that, there was in the West Australian
Bank to the credit of the Savings Bank
funds £194,714 2s. 4d., making a total of
£808.01 7"; and he challenged me to
contradict the statement that when this
Government took office the financial
condition was better than when any of
our predecessors took office. I accept the
challenge and contradict the statement
deliberately. I say the condition was
worse than when any of our predecessors
took office. [Mr. RASoN: Having regard
to liabilities?] Having regard to liabili-
ties, and that is an important point too.
The Thake Government took office on the
27th Mlay, 1901. At that time, there
was a credit to current account of
£44,889 Ss. 9d., and on the Savings
Bank funds there was a credit of .£498,140
4s. 1d., making a total of £2543,029 7s.
10d.

MR. MORAN: What do you mesa by
credit to the Savings Bank?

Tnn PREMIER: The Savings Bank
Reserve Fund, which is available to meet
the claims of depositors who have money
in the Savings Bank. On the 23rd
December, 1901, when the Leake Govern-
ment took office for the second time, the
amount available on current account was
£23,194 l5s. 9d., and in the West Aus-
tralian hank to the credit of the Savings
Hank fund £477,682 14s. 4d., making a
total of £500,877 10s, 1d. The James
Government took office on the 1st July,
1902, and I cannot give the figures on
that precise date for the reason that the
Treasury books are closed on the 10th
July. There is therefore no means of
arriving at the exact position on any
given date between B0th June and 10th
July; but the figures on the 10th July
were-to the credit of current account
£90,122 sa. 1d., and to the credit of the
Savings Bank funds P491,252 Is. Id.. or
a total of' £581,374 19s. 2d. These are
the figures relating to the time at which
each preceding Government took office.

MR. MORNk: It is very questionable
to use these figures.

THE PREMIER: I am simply using
these figures because of the fact that the
member for Guildford used them, and if
I am to reply to his statements I must
take the same basis for my arguments as

he took. If the member should not have
introduced his figures, then that state-
ment should have been raised when he
was speaking; and it is not fair to
interfere with my reply, or for the hon.
member to try now to escape from his
argument and take up an entirely new
position.

Ma. Risoy: I assure the hon. member
I am not trying to escape from anything
I said. I ask the House to place the
true value on each Case, on each state-
ment.

MR. MORAN: The argrument is no good
until we know who got the use of the
Savings Bank funds.

THE PREMIER: On each of the oc-
casions when other Governments took office
there was a credit to the loan fund. The
leader of the Opposition has said that we
are to consider, with the money available
at the bank, the obligations to be met.
and I cordially ac~ept the i nvitation to do
so. Naturally there are far greater costs
on current account when remitting money
to London to meet our indents and our
sinking fund and interest, than when we
have a credit in London on the loan
fund. When the Governments which
preceded mine took office, they had (I
am quoting on the 30th June in each

case) in each case a credit to the loan
fund. In 1901 there was a credit to the
loan fund of £C520,077 12s. 3d. In 1902,
when the James Government took office,
there was a credit of £21,029,895 6ls. 6d-
In 1903 (that is midway in the term of
the James Government) there was a
credit of £103,332 179. lid. In 1904,
the financial year ended with a debit on
the loan fund of £2142,558 5s. 2d.; there-
fore, although there was a larger amount
available on current account in August
last than there was when any of these
other Governments took office, there were
larger obligations to be met. Members
will readily realise this when I give them
the payments that had to be made in
London on the 10th August. We took
office on the 10th August, and between
the 10th August and the 31st August we
had to meet, on account of loan, £51,900
Os. 2d. In September also we had to
provide £73,550 is. 5d. In October
there was likewise provision to be made
for £281.411I 12s. 8d., making a total to
be provided, in less than three months, of
£406,861 14s. 3d. Now, we had available
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in London a balance of an overdraft of
£260,000, which, the bion. member
pointed out the other day, bad been
utilised to the extent of X60,000. we
had also a possibility of receiving money
in return for the issue of our 4 per cent
stock in Australia; but that stock
was being taken up very slowly at
that time, and giving no reliable promise
of return to the Government of
any particular amount, sufficient even to
meet the ordinary working expenses on
loan account of any one given month.
We did not know on the 10th August
whether we would during August receive
enough to meet the payments necessary to
be made on loan account. We did not
know on the 1st September whether
during September we should receive
enough to meet the September require-
ments; and we had to meet in London in
less than three months £468,861, and we
had theme available to meet it only
£2190,000. Surely no member of the
House will tell me that a Treasurer is
entitled to rely on what may come in
dribs and drabs from the Eastern States.
It is not a prr posi.tion that a
Treasurer should.b ave torely on what
may or may not be received. A Trea-
surer should be able to see his way a
little in front of hint to know without
any doubt that there will be sufficient
funds available in order that the work of
the country shall he cardied on without
difficulty or inconvenience. I say that on
the 10th August when the Government
took office we were not in that position,
and it was my duty as Treasurer to get
into that position as early as I possibly
could. For that reason I dealt with our
London bankers, with a view of getting
authority to increase the overdraft, as I
explained to members during last session,
and for that reason therefore I ultimately
made arrangements to issue £500,000
worth of Treasury bills at the risk of
getting about 1(0s. per cent, less than
I would have got by continuing to sell
our local inacuibed stock in Australia;
because, as I pointed out to the House
last year, it paid us better to take a. some-
what lower price in Great Britain than it
did to accept par in Australia and have
the cost for payment of remittances from
time to time to London, and have at the
same time that degree of uncertainty
which no Government should work under

if it could possibly be avoided. I think
I have said enough on that point to

jsiyme in replying to the challenge of
tebn. member, which has been shown

to have been made without sufficient
grounds to warrant it, and I have justi-
fied the statement that the financial
condition when this Government took
office, instead of being better than that
under which its predecessors took office,
was considerably worse; also that we
were materially hampered by want of
funds sufficient to carry us on for even a
very short time. A great deal of reference
has been made to my first policy speech
and tomy second. My first policy speech
was made when funds were in the con-
dition I have indicated; and I then
stated under the head of public works
policy that I had already made it clear
by my remarks in regard to the financial
position that there was not much hope,
until we had some further flotations of
loan moneys, of ay spirited public works
policy ; and members will, I think, uphold
my position that until we had some new
flotation we were not justified in entering
upon any spirited public works policy.
I am quite prepared under similar cir-
cumstances to give utterance to similar
remarks. We are told that in that first
policy speech there was no reference
to the Coolgardie-Norseman Railway. I
admit it. I do not kuow it, has ever been
contended by anyone that there was. I
do not think I would have been justi-
fied at such a time in talking about
any new public work. I thought that
for the financial year the Government
would have enough in band in works to
which Parliament bad committed it, and
I would hive been entirely wrong if I
had suggested any likelihood of taking

Ion that year any other new work. We
are told there was a slight reference to
the Pilbarra Railway. I say there was
something more than a slight reference.
There was a reference in entire accord
with the tone of the second policy speech,
although I was not careful to correct or
cheek the one by the other. My remarks
on the Pilbarra Railway were;

The Government surveyors are at present
busily engaged surveying the route, and they
have instructions to make a report and esti-
mate of the cost of constructing that line.
Last session Parlament passed a motion in
favour of the construction of that line, on
favourable terms, by private enterprise. The
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object of the railway survey is for the purpose
of ascertaining the exact cost, so as to
enable the Government to deal intelligently
with any offers it my receive for the con-
struction of the line. You know that Labour
parties, as a rule, and this one in particular, are
not particularly favourable to private enter-
prise railways. We recognise. however, that
Parliament has given a certain sanction to this
proposal, and wre are prepared, therefore, to
consider any offer that may be submitted for
the construction of the line, and should there be
a favourable offer to the State we shall be pre-
pared to recommend it to the consideration of
parliament. I do not think the present poi-
tion would enable me to say more with regard
to that particular line.

That is what the hon. member calls a
slight reference, and what he implies is
somewhat contradictory to the reference
made in my second speech; but he will
find that the second one, if he will take
the trouble to read those remarks again,
is practically a little enlargement of the
first, justified by the fact-

MR. RAsoN : I read them both; a great
enlargement.

THE PREMIER: No, not a great
enlargement; am extension on the same
lines of the first speech, justified by the
fact that the work of survey and the
work of preparing estimates and plans
had been advanced a stage farther. The
bon. member referred to the first speech
as a mark-time speech. I cannot help
feeling proud sometimes of the amount
of attention that bag been devoted to
that speech. I think probably it has
been more discussed than any previous
policy speech in Western Austrai. At
the same time I think if members bear
in mind the circumstances under which
the first speech was delivered, and the
circumstances under which the second
speech was delivered, they will recognise
that as subsequent flotations had taken
place, and the financial horizon was much
brighter than when the first speech was de-
livered [MRt. GREGORY: Query ?], natur-
ally I was justified in dealing with public
works in a somewhat more certain fashion
than 1 was in the first instance. But
the bon. member chose somewhat face-

tIously I have no doubt, to refer to
the scond speech as a " reckless gallop."
[MEm~ura: A hurry-scurry.] I am very
glad to hear it designated thus, but I am
afraid if the hon. member had read it a
little more carefully he could not possibly

have given it that title. The hon.
mnember was a member of the Govern-
ment the leader of which put forth a

fo*ic in March, 1904, and in that policy
therev were larger works proposed than
those which I submitted at Subiaco in
May last. For instance, I proposed a
floating dock below the bridges at Fre-
mantle, which would coat £150,000 or
.£160,000. Mr. James in March, 1904,
proposed a dock at Rocky Bay which
involved the removal of the bridges and
the deviation of the railway, which
approximately would cost £250,000.
[Mu. EunoEs: That was before an elec-
tion, though, was it not?] It was not
clear as to what sort of a dock he
was proposing. If it had been a graving
dock it would have cost another half
million, showing in on intanceavr
large increase on the amount I proposed
[Ma. BuRGER: Who was that?]1 Mr.
James, your late leader. Then again the
Collie-Narrogin railway had already been
fathered by that Government; and the
Collie-Narrogin railway was estimated
to cost X230,000. The ,Tandakot rail-
way, X26,000. Then there was a viaduct
to carry the railway through Perth: I
do not know what that would cost, hut
that was one of the proposals put for-
ward by Mr. James as a work which
should be undertaken. I will give you
the quotation;

For instance, I think it would pay us to
make a viaduct to carry our railway service,
through Perth. At present there is an
annually increasing expenditure going on,
which might be avoided if one comprehensive
scheme were taken in hand. As it is. all the
streets running north and south are being
blocked by the railway, and that will grow
worse as years go on.

Another p roposal put forward was the
extension of the railway from Magnet to
Lawlers, to bring the Victoria district
into communication with the Eastern
Goldfields. I do not know whether the
lion, member takes it seriously, but it is
a proposal put forward in the policy
speech of March. 1904, to which I
presume the hon. member was a party,
and which I presume had been discussed
in Cabinet before it was brought for-
ward.

MR. BisoN: My friend might be as
honest as he can, and show the exact
terms.
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THE PREMIER: Another proposal
was:-

As agricultural production increases, we
must keep pace with it by opening up new
districts for settlement. We must push our
railways ahead for this purpose, and there are
various centres where it can be done, inch for
example as the country between 'Bridgetown
and Albany. and eiso the country east and
west from the Great Southern line, which
needs to be opened up.

That is all. A very indefinite statement
indeed, but it means more than any agri-
cultural railways the present Government
has proposed The Metropolitan Water-
works and Sewerage scheme, again, is to
be pushed on, although now the hen.
member finds it impossible for the Gov-
ernment to do it because there is not
sufficient balance of the authorisation
available, Surely it is -not wore impos-
sible for the present Government to get
an increase of funds authorised than it
would have been for the late Government
to have done it.

ME. RAsoN:- You have said you cannot
get it.

Tnm PREMIER:t I have not said so.
The hon. member has said I have made
that statement, but the hion. member has
spoken without his book. Bunbury
Harbour Works, again, were included
in the same statement. As against that
I submitted in my policy speech a pro-
posal for the Williamns to Darkan
Area railway, a proposal to provide money
for the rabbit-proof fence, for the Swan
River improvements, the metropolitan
water supply and sewerage scheme, the
Janda-kot railway extension, the Norse-
man railway, the Danbury harbour
works, and the Fremantle railway station.
The whole of these works if entered upon
forthwith would not eat up in one finan-
cial year more than between £500,000
and £600,000. That is the extent of the
progresas that could be made by our

PulcWorks Department during that
term, and therefore my statement was
quite in accord with my opinion with
regard to the rate at which borrowed
money should he expended by the Gov-
ernment. I am quite aware that if these
works were carried out, the ultimate cost
would be greater than that; but in de-
livering a policy speech it has never been
usual, and I have not established a new
precedent, to deal only with works that

would be carried out in one financial
year. I hinted, in addition, a proposal
later on to recommend, when circuin-
stances fully warranted it, the construction
of the Mount Magnet and Lawlers rail-
way. I did not propose that it should
be undertaken at once, but I thought, and
still think, that at some not distant date
it will come within the limait of those works
which require the cons ideration and atten-
tion of Parliament. I think I have said
enough on that point to show that my
second policy speech does not represent
anything like that reckless gallop that the

I horn. member has referred to. The hen.
I member referred to my alleged statement

that this country cannot afford to borrow
safely more than £6500,000 or £600,000
per annum. What I said was that it
cannot afford to expend of borrowed
money more than £2500,000 or £600,000.
But this Government, or any other
Government, if 'parlhamentarvy authorisa-
Lions be in existence, is warranted in
dealing with those authorisations as
circumstances seem to justify; that is, if
Parliament has authorised the borrowing
of money, the Government shiould borrow
it as it is required, not piecemeal but as
we think the market justifies us in doing,
or as we think our advantage lies in
borrowing it; and we desire to avoid
going too frequently to the market,
because we believe aL large amnount of
disadvantage follows from a too frequent
recurrence to the money lender. The
policy I initiated of expending only about
£500,000 or £600,000 per annum of
borrowed money is one that has been
followed up to the present time by the
Government, and one which the Govern-
ment has no intention whatever of
abandoning.

MXu. RAsow ; Is that all you spent?
THiE PREMIER: I can give the bon.

member the exact figures. The precise
figures of the loan expenditure for the
year ending 30th June, 1906, are
£697,94 s. 3d.

Mia. RAsowf: Some months ago you
said it would he £800,000.

Tanr PRBAI ER: Excuse me. If the
hon. member will refer to my speech at
Subiaco-the "1reckless gallop " speech-

*he will find there that the estimated loan
expenditure for the year was stated at
between £600,000 and £650,000. I speak

[ASSFENIBLY.] Aine?,dinent.
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from memory, but I believe those figures
were used. I was very sorry to hear the
hon. member's reference to the Subiaco
town hail; because I think it was a
unworthy reference, a reference that cer-
tainly added no weight to his impeach-
ment of the Government, and certainly
would not he likely to affect me injuriously
in the opinion of members of the House.
But it might do a certain amount of harm
to the Government or to myself among
the people outside, should they not under-
stand the circumstances of Lhe case. The
hon. member chose to compare that State-
inent with the circumstances of his visit
to North Fremanitle when an election was
pending, and when he went there for the
purpose of holding out certain hopes of
the early Start of a work in that particular
constituency. That was, at A events,
the charge on which the hon. member
was arraigned by members of the House;
members not only of the~ present party
on the Government benches, but members
of the Opposition. The circumstances
of my allusion to the Subiaco town hail
were these. 1 went to a meeting at a
hail, the largest in the district; and the
ball was much too Smail for the purposes
of the meeting. On the spar of the
moment it struck me that the place ought
to have a larger hall. I k-new that there
was a vote on the- Estimates for the pur-
pose of providing that every municipality
which erected a town hail should receive
one-fifth of the cost of the building.
And I therefore pointed out the need for a
Subiaco town ball-a need emphasised by
the manner in which the hail was crowded;
and I informed the audience that when-
ever the people of Subiaco chose to erect
such a building, I Should, as Colonial
Treasurer, very gladly pay them one-fifth
of its cost. Now surely on no previous
occasion has a leader of the Opposition
ondeavoured to make capital out of such
a, remark. I hope not, at all events; and
I sincerely hope that the hon. member
will not think it necessary to introduce in
any subsequent attacks on the Govern-
ment remarks of a similar nature.

Mn. A. J. WILSON:- You think there
will be subsequent attacks?

THE PREMIER: I hope so, for they
break the monotony. Another point
raised was in regard to an excess on the
loan authorisation. The hon. mem-

hur said, after quoting from a speech
which I delivered at Cue:

Therefore .£240,000 of loan money has been
placed to the credit of the Savings Bank. This
was, of course, without raising a loan. Now
has the Premier redeemed certain stock ? Haes
he refunded or placed the reserve of the
Savings .Baak in a better condition, not be-
cause of his anxiety about the Savings Bank,
but because he realised he had borrowed more
money than he had any anthority to do? If
the redemption is really made with that
motive, the hon. member is not entitled to
take that credit to himself which he seems to
take.

MR. RasoN: is that quotation from
your memory or from ifanardP

TH-E PREMIER: I am quoting from
what I have in w-riting as what the
honorable member said.

MR. GREGORY:. From what is the
Premier quoting?

Tnz PREMIER: Does the hon. mem-
her question the accuracy of my quotation?
He implied that I had over-borrowed, and
that after over-borrowing I had suddenly
discovered the f act, and th at when I had
over-borrowed I had, as a means of get-
ting rid of the surplus, simply replen-
ished the Savings Bank account.

Mn. RASON (explanation): I argued
that the Premier had over-borrowed, but
I did not argue from that inference. I
gave deliberately certain figures as the
hon. gentlemnan's own figures, showing
the State of the account; and I said,
taki those figures, he evidently bad,
according to his own figures, exhausted
his authorisation. What he paid to the
Savings Eank has nothing to do with the
Treasury.

Mn. MORAN: They are two altogether
separate matters.

Tnni PREMIER: That is hardly
correct.

MR. MO.RAN:- What does it matter to
what purpose you devote the money, if
you over- borrowP

MR. EAsoN: You over-borrowed.
Tan. PREMIER: I did not over-

borrow; but before borrowing, I pro-
ceeded to cancel certain local inscribed
stock held by the Savings Bank; and I
did it because the Savings Bank funds
we're, in my opinion, lower than they
ought to have been. During the past
two years they have, in my opinion, been
lower than they ought to have been.

Addres8-in-reply. [13 JULY, 1905.]
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MR, N. J. MOORE: What is a. fair
reserve for the Savings Bank ?

THx PREMIER: The existing reserve
when I cancelled that stock was is. Sd.
in the pound. In my opinion that is
insufficient, and I thought it wise to
increase the amount.

MR. RAsoN: It has been less in your
term than it ever was before.

THE PREMIER: It was less in the
hon. memnber's term as Treasurer than it
ever was before.

MR. BisoN: In your time.
THn PREMIER:- I am prepared to

assert that it was less in the hon. mem-
ber's time than it was in any previous
Treasurer's; and I am prepared to state
that it has been less in my term than in
any previous Treasurer's, because for the
last couple of years the statutory
demands made on the Savings Bank
have been increasing in a. greater degree
than the deposits made with the Savings
Bank have increased. For instance, we
have through our term had greater
demands from the Agricultural Bank
than were made during any previous
term of a similar period. When such an
increase of demand takes place, either
the deposits must increase to the same
extent, or there must be a reduction in
funds available to meet withdrawals.

MR. HOPKiNs: You ought to have
know-n that, when you increased the
capital of the Agricultural Bank.

THE PREMIER: 1 did know it
when I increased the capital of the bank.
At the same time, it seemed to me better
to take the action I took than to force
the Agricultural Bank to issue bonds of
its own, which would be another way of
borrowing, and which would probabl 'y be
issued at greater coat than the money
obtained from the ordinary loan fund.
The bon. member may differ from me in
regard to the course I took. I thought it
desirable to increase the reserve; and
the only way of doing it was by cancel-
ling certain inscribed stock. I do not
know whether the leader of the Opposi-
tion thinks that the principle of cancel-
ling inscribed stock is wrong. I am not
dlear whether that is his argument.

MR. Risos:. My argument is that
von have borrowed in excess of your
authorisation. I want to know whether
you have or not.

THE PREMIER: If the principle be
right, if it be within the Treasurer's
power to cancel inscribed stock held by
the Savings Bank, then certainly I was
within my authorisation.

Ma. MO RAN: What do you mean by
cancelling stockP

.THE PREMIER: I mean paying cash
in.

Ms. MORAN: Where do you get the
cash from ?

Tan PREMIER: The cash in this
instance was obtained by loan.

MR. RAsoN: Taking the money you
borrowed P?

MR. MORtAN: Did you use the same
authority ?

THE PREMIER: No. A precisely
similar event occurred during the term
of the last Government; and during the
term of the previous Governments, at
different times, there has been difficulty
in raising money, and these Governments
have had recourse to the funds of the
Savings Bank. That is why the Savings
Bank funds were so low as they were in
my time.

MR. MORAN : That recourse was had
against the authority of Parliament?

THE: PREMIER: It was taken under
the authority of the Local Inscribed Stock
Act, without consulting Parliament as to
the method of using the Savings Bank
funds.

Ma. RAsoNq: Suhject to previous
authorisation.

THE PREMIER: Subject to previous
authorisation. That has been done. A
former Government has also adopted the
practice of canelling local inscribed stock
after issune, and treating the authori sati on
as never having been acted on. This was
done by Mr. Gardiner during 1903.

MR. MORAN: It is never regarded as a
funded loan.

THE PRRMIER! I will come to that
point in a moment. If mnembers will
turn to page 164 of the Auditor General's
Report, they will find tha t S44,025 worth
of stock was cancelled and withdrawn
from the genera] loan fund by the Trea-
surer, on the 7th July, 1903, and credited
to Savings B~ank investment account. A
course precisely similar to that which I
took was taken by Mlr. G-ardiner,

Ma. ItASoN: B ut he lied not exceeded
his loan authorisation.

[ASSEMBLY.] Amead)neui.
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THa PREMIER: The hon. member
will realise that when that local inscribed
stock was cancelled, the amount of the
local inscribed stock issued was reduced
by £44,000; and we then treated our
stock under issue as £44,000 less, and
we treated that authorisation as being
againz alive. We treated that amnount as
again avaiible for re-issue, either as local
inscribed stock or for re-issue in deben-
ture form.

Ma. RAsow: How does the Auditor
General regard that very transaction ?

THEzPREMIER: TheAuditor General
remarks:

This is contrary to section 68 of the Audit
Act, which states: " It shall not be lawful for
the Treasurer to expend any money standing
to the credit of the general loan fund except
under the authority of an Act."

The authority, by the way, has never in
this instasnce been secured. I am not
prepared to argue the technical legality
of the action. [ME. HoPKIZys: plead
guilty.] I am prepared to justify the
action, but I am not prepared to argue on
technical legal points. What I aim pre-
pared to argue is that the Colonial
Treasurer stands in this position. As
trustee of the Savings Bank funds he
says: "I am able, in order to help my
generel loan fund, to transfer from the
Savings Bank fund to the general loan
fund £200,000 or £3800,000;" and he
does that. And he issues inscribed stock,
as Colonial Treasurer, to himself as trustee
of the Savings Bank funds. Later on
the Treasurer, its trustee of the Savings
Bank. finds that the liquid assets avail-
able for the Savings Bank are not suffi-
cient to meet possible demands that may
be made on them; and for the purpose of
enabling those assets to be increased, he
says, " I, as trustee of the Savings Bank
funds, will agree to hand back to myself
as Treasurer local inscribed stock to such
an extent if the Treasurer will make the
necessary payment to the credit of the
Savings Bank fund." A good "deal "
is then done by the trustee of the Savings
Bank-a good " deal " in my opinion.

Mu. RasoN: I am sorry to interrupt.
The Premier will admit that mn no cir-
cumnstances can the Treasurer borrow
more than he is authorised by Prament
to borrow.

TmE PREMIER: I will admit this-

Mn. tHoni~we: That he could not, but
be did.

THE: PREMIER: No, there has been
no borrowing beyond authorisation. In
other words, my argument is that local
inscribed stock is not a permanent stock,
and need not necessarily be allowed to
mature; and if local 2n5Lribed stock be
cancelled, then the authorisation which it
destroyed revives. The Treasurer, when
authorised to borrow, is authorised to
borrow for certain purposes to carry out
certain works. Now the issue of inscribed
stock is not a "work;" and will Parlia-
ment, because it has authorised a certain
work to be carried out, and authorised
the Treasurer to raise funds to carry out
that work, say that the authority to raiae
funds to carry out the work is withdrawn
because local inscribed stock has been
iss ued and h as been cancelled?

MR. R~sox: The inscribed stock itself
sets out that it is subject to the existing
authorisation.

THE PREMIER:- The hen. member is
now conf using an issue under the Inscribed
Stock Act with an issue under the Loan
Act.

Ma. RiseN: Any issue.
THE PREMIER: The present issue was

not made under the Local Inscribed
Stock Act, hut under the Loan Act,
under authority given by Parliament.

Ma. MORAN: You must have diverted
those maoneys you borrowed to another
purpose than that for which -the House
gave you permission.

THY PREMIER:- The -money had
previously been taken out of the Savings
Bank, and the money in both instances
was got from the Savings Bank or from
loan, and was being used for the work for
which Parliament had voted it. 'This was
done to enable the will of Parlament to
be fulfilled. Members may argue that
there has been a technical breach of the
Act committed. I do not admit that to
be so, but at the same time I do not pose
as an interpreter of the law. I am quite
prepared to rely on the House to justify
my action. If I have committed a
technical breach of the law, I %m quite
prepared to take the responsibility if the
House is not prepared to justify me.
Under this head I wish to refer to the
circumstances under which the borrowing
of £1,400,000 was entered on. I was

Addre8s-in-r&ply. (13 Juiy, 1905.1
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advised by the Agent General to this
effect:-

Our Loan Act of 1901 had £21,400,000
unabsorbed, although as part of the moneys
swuthorised. by the Act had been previously
raised, the sinking fund on the whole was
coming into operation. Moreover, this sum
of £21,400,000, whenever raised, would come
under the class of 1935 stock, as it would fall
due in that year. This clmss of stock repre-
sents all our 3j per cent, stock, with a 1 per
cent, sinking fund, and some of the loans
have been raised 80 far back as 1895. It is
clear that this class must be soon closed, as
the currency of the sinking fund period is
too short, and new loans would need to come
out under a new class, payable at a much more
advanced date, so as to allow the sinking
fund a currency sufficiently long to produce
£100 per cent, of the Stock to be redeemed,
The banker and broker advised that, as we
were now going on the market, we should
exhaust this class instead of taking.£1,000,000
no- and leaving A400,000 to be subsequently
raised as a separate and distinct loan. I
accordingly cabed you on this point, and on
receipt of reply completed the transactions.
My main reason, however, for urging you to
endeavour to obtain the full £21,400,000 was
my strong conviction that we should keep as
long off the market as possible and avoid the
risk of too frequent applications.

These are the circumstances under which
it was proposed by the Agent General
that this particular loan should be
£21,400,000 instead of the amount of
£21,000,000. 1 may. in reference to the
demands made on the Savings Bank,
quote the fact that the total demands
made on the Savings Bank during the
financial year just ended amounted to
£188,897. These demands do not repre-
sent any lendiug of money to any private
persons. Since I have been Treasurer, I
have refused to entertain any application
by private individuals for lo'ans on mnort-
gage. I think there were two loans on
mortgage to private persons that I agreed
to. These were old mortgages, and the
security offered was very good, and we
were in this position, that if we did not
lend the money to the persons they would
be forced to give a second mortgage to
some other institution or some other
individual. I think in each case the
amount was about £2100, and I madle
special terms in regard to repayment and
reduction of the loan made to them.
On the general principle of lending I have
insisted since I have been in control of
the funds that they shall be used as far
as possible for public Purposes only, and

for that reason I have refrained from
lending them to any private individuals
at all. I may point out that on one occa-
sion in the history of the State the loan
authorisation was exceeded, and that was
in 1896 when Sir John Forrest exceeded
his authorisation by £12,180.

Mn. Rason: How much have you
exceeded it by?

The PREMIER: Nothing. I thought
I had given that figure to the member
before. The hon. member in his speech
has pointed out that the loan fund was
insufficient to carry on until the 31st of
December, and has quoted the available
authot-isations for sundry works. I am
not going into the detail the bon. member
introduced in this particular phase. The
position is as in every previous financial
year. Loan Bills have to be passed
before new works can be entered on, and
Loan Estimates are given of course in
the first instance only for the financial
year. They are authorisations to expend
for the financial year, and Loan Bills are
introduced to carry on for six months
after the financial year expires. I am
not prepared to argue that the available
balances on particular works are suffi-
cient to carry the particular works to
completion. We can deal with that when
the next Loan Bill is brought forward,
or on the next Loan Estimates; but the
funds available at present on loan account
are amply sufficient to carry us up to
the end of the financial year. If we
have to have recourse to the Savings
Bank, I hope we shall not deplete the
Savings Bank to the same extent to which
it has been depleted in the past. I do
not think it is right to take up the Savings
Bank funds to such an extent. How can
we say that the Savings Bank fund will
be available for 20 yearsP How can the
Savings Bank trustee give 12 months'
notice before he requires to liquify
any stock he may possess. Therefore,
I say I hope it will nevei- be neces-
sary to resort to the Savings Rank fund
to the same extent as the money has been
utilised in the past to strengthen the
loan account.

Mn. MonAw: You say you have suffi-
cient money for this financial year?

THE PREMIER: Yes; to carry us
somewhat farther than this financial year.

MR. RisoN: That is 1906?P
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THE PREMIER: Yes; 1905-6 1 am
speaking of. The hon. member referred
to the tranusfer of the rabbit-proof fencing
from a charge against revenue to a
charge against the loan account, and he
quoted certain apparent discrepancies in
the Treasury statement due entirely to
that transfer. That transfer was not
made without the sanction of Parliament
and the knowledge of hon. members.
The question was fully dealt with by me
when I was moving the second readinig of
the Loan Bill last December. I then
stated:-

Another item to which I wish to draw atten-
tion is the provision of funds for the purpose
of continuing the rabbit-proof fence, and I am
quite aware it is a new departure to charge a
work like this to loan funds.
The member for North Coolgardie said,
"It is reproductive, anyhow;" and I
replied, " The rabbits are." I went on
to say:

I quite recognise the force of any argument
that might be raised in that direction; but I
recognise the fact that it is only possible to
provide out of any given sumn for works that
will amount to that particular sum; and when
the Government entered into office we found
that the requirements of the various public
services that were going on absorbed all tho
revenue we could anticipate -absorbed in fact
something more than our estimated revenue;
and we found that there was only one alterna-
tive, either to stop the work or tranfer it from
being a charge on consolidated revenue to
being a charge on loan funds.

Mn. RisoN : That is on the 20th of
December?

TEE PREMIER: Thatt is on the 21st
of December. I went on to say :

I would point out that while it may be
alleged that there are other works which
could be dispensed with or transferred to
loan funds, none of these have yet been
pointed out during a detailed discussion on
the Revenue Estimates.
In this connection the member raises a
point in regard to the date the speech
was delivered. That is altogether beside
the question. My remarks specifically
related to the expenditure for the
financial year. The words are very clear.
I have already read them, and thelhon.
member himself, as well as other mem-
bers of the House, were well seized of
the circumstances of the case and were
thoroughly aware that the work from
the 1st of July would be charged against
the lean fund. [MR. RAsoN: I did
not know.] The hon. member received

the usual copy of the Estimates. The
hon. member in the Budget debate re-
ferred to this very question, and pointed
out that no provision bad been made on
the Revenue Estimates to meet the cost
of erecting this rabbit-proof fence. [ME.
RASON: I wanted to, hut I was not
allowed.] The hon. member was not
allowed to, but he did. Therefore, it is
utterly absurd to complain of what I
have done, as I bad the full sanction of
the House, and the House at the time
knew what I intended to do. [MR.
Buxoas: You ought to have given the
revenue credit for that.] That is not the
point the lion, member for Guildford in
his speech raised. It is a point that the
niemnber for York can raise later on. The
member for Guildford in his speech
dealt at very great length with the
advances made to departments, that were
recoverable.

MR. R~sox : Are you going to leave
the rabbit-proof fence at that ?

THE PREMIER: I am going to leave
the rabbit-proof fence at that; yes. The
member dealt at very great length with
the question of advances, and pointed out
that in the Treasury returns for the
quarter ending September the advances
provided amounted to £60,840. That is
the amount given in the Treasury return
as having been advanced to a department
that was to be recovered, and then the
hon. member referred to the fact that inthe
December quartr only £100 was showni,
and he made vry great capital indeed
of the fact that £60,840 in September
ha d come down to £2100 in December.

MR. GREGoRY: And £990 in the next
quarter.

THE PREMIER: And £90 in the
next quarter; and he made a jocular
reference to the fact that this £2100
advance was being paid off at the rate of
£10 a quarter.

MR. RAsoN: And you showed it in
December as still being outstanding
£60,000 odd.

THE PREMIER: So it was. The
hon. member apparently forgot that he
himself issued these very advances, which
all bear the signature of the leader of the
Opposition. But the hon. member
apparently imagines that the Treasury
books( close each quarter. They close
only once a year; and therefore when
advances are made at the beginning of a
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financial year, those advances are not
accounted for until the end of the
financial year. The advances are used
for the purposes of departments paying
charges that are made against them.
For instance, the Department of Agricul-
ture receives a certain advance and pays
accounts; and immediately it pays these
accounts it sends them to the Treasury
with an imprest, and receives in return a
cheque for the amount, so as to keep the
department's advance standing at the
same amount until the financial year
closes.

MR. RABON: While they are out-
standing they appear as " advances to be
recovered."

THE PREMIER: The hon. member is
altogether wrong. They are not out-
standings at all. They are advances to
departments. and they are all recoverable.
What is charged up each quarter is the
amount actually expended, and that
amount is brought to book in the
Treasury. These advances are all intact
at the end of each month, because
immediately a department makes any
payments from its advance it sends the
voucher along with an iinprest, and
collects the amount necessary to recoup
the advance account. But on the 30th
June each 'veur, a cheque for any differ-
ences between the imprest and the advance
is sent along to the Treasury, so as to
repay the full amount of the advance
that was issued on the let July.
And these additional advances in the
intervening quarters of the year, of £100
in one case and £90 in another, are
entirely distinct from the original ad-
vances -are advances given because of
the fact that existing advances were
found to be insufficient. The hon. mem-
ber was particularly anxious to know
what department received X100; and in
order to satisfy him curiosity I have
brought with me the particulars showing
that an additional advance of XlCO was
received by the Department of Agricul-
ture, another advance of £100 by the
Department of Labour, and a farther
advance of £40M by the Gaols Depart-
ment; whereas a previously existing
advance of £560 was repaid, and tbat
repayment deducted from £8140, the
total of the two increased advances,
brought down the difference to the £90
on which the hon. member dwelt. But I

am surprised that a member who believes
so thoroughly in close administration,
close attention to duty, should be so
utterly unaware of the method of work-
ing and of book-keeping adopted in the
Treasury while he was at the head of it.

MR. RkSoN: I was better aware of it
than you are at this moment. We shall
see how your explanation stands.

THn PEER E: The hon. member
dwelt at some length on the question of
old age pensions, and raised the pint
that this was a subject which should be
dealt with by Commonwealth legislation;
in fact, he had the good sense to quote
me as an authority for that statement.
I am quite willing to admit that in my
opinion it would be far better if the
Commonwealth would undertake to deal
with the matter at once, rather than that
we should have a new State system
established in Western Australia. My
proposal is that, failing the Commonwealth
doing anything, the State should under-
take the work; and I am afraid theme
is not much hiope of the Commonwealth
Parliament doing- anything this session.
The hon. member assured us that it was
the intention of the Commonwealth
Government to do something; but I
notice that on the list of subjects which
the present Federal Government have
promised to take up, this question oc-
cupies a very low position indeed. How-
ever, if we find that the Commonwealth
Government are prepared to go on with
it early, the State Government will very
gladly allow the Commonwealth to take
precedence. We recognise the advantage
of having an Australian system in prefer-
ence to a6 series of State systems; but we
believe also that is the duty of the State,
pending provision being made by the
Commonwealth, to take up the question;
and I believe the bon. member himself
has formerly posed as an advocate of the
very measure that we are advocating.

MR. Risow: Of the Commonwealth
system, yes.

THE PREMIER: Of the State system.
MR. RASON: No; never.
THE PREMIER: The bon. member

has dealt with the Conciliation and Arbi-
tration Act, and has expressed the hope
that we are not proosn preference to
unionists in some other guise. Now the
reference in the Governor's Speech is
plain and clear. The present Act pro-
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vides that preference of service can be
ordered by the Court to be given to a
unionist employer. The Arbitration Bill
as originally introduced by Mr. James
provided a counterbalancing subelause to
toe unionits could lkewisene bfemorderetb
the effecits hatd prefene bofdemployn
the Court. Another place, when the Bill
was brought before them, struck out the
second subelause and allowed the first to
stand. Many of us -who were in this
House at the time strongly urged that if
this principle were adopted at all, it
Should appl y to both sides.

MR. PRANK WILSON:. It has never
once been acted on.

Tian PREMIER: Whether it has been
acted on is not to the point. The Gov-
ernment propose, mn the terms of the
Governor's Speech, to give the same
power to the Court in regard to a union
of workers as is at present conferred on
the Court in regard to a union of em-
ployers. The principle is precisely the
same, and surely no fair-winded man can
object to it. The hon. member objected
to it if it meant preference to unionists.
It means empowering the Court to give
preference to unionists; and I as an
individual and the Goverunment, as a whole
are quite prepared to trust the Court to
exercise that power.

MR. RABoNq: I asked that you should
state plainly your intentions.

Tues PREMIER: If the bon. member
refers again to the Speech, he will find they
are there plainly stated; but if I have not
made that clear now, if there are still any
doubts to be dispelled, I shall be anxious
indeed to give him farther information.
In regard to the Coolgardie-Norseman
Railway, the question was asked why this
railway was treated differently from any
other. The railway is not treated differ-
ently from any other that the Govern-
ment have submitted. This is the first
new railway the Government have pro-
posed to submit to Parliament; and we
'have adopted a course of action in regard
to that proposal that we are fully prepared
to adopt in regard to any other schemes
we may submit to Parliament. We
believe in the fullest inquiry. We are
quite prepared to insist on it in regard to
any railway proposal we may bring
forward.

MR. HOPKINS:- You have inquired,
have you not?

THE PREMIER:- Into the Norseman
Railway. I am replying to a complaint
that we treated that proposal. differently
from other proposals. We propose to
get the same amount of information in
regard to every other project that we
have an opportunity of bringing before
Parliament. The leader of the Opposi-
tion dwelt at grea~t length on the fact
that the last Government inserted a6
challenge in the Address-in- Reply to the
Governor's Speech, and he complained
that we did Dot do the same. Now I
-urged last year, and I still hold, that it
was quite unconstitutional to adopt that
procedure. It is always within the
power of the leader of the Opposition or
the leader of any other party in the
House to move a hostile vote. It is not
the duty of any Government to ask for
either an expressi Lon of confidence or an
expression of want of confidence in
it-self. The Government has a right to
assumae, until a hostile motion is sub-
mnitted, that it does possess the confidence
of hon. members; and the members are
capable of defining their position and of
forcing the Government out of office if it
does not possess the confidence of a
majority. And as I objected last year
on constitutional grounds to -the method
that the James Government adopted, it
is hardly likely that I should myself do
the very thing that I complained of when
done by that Government. We are quite
prepared to accept the challenge thrown
down. We asked for it. last year; we
asked for it in recess. We are very glad
indeed that the hou. member has chal-
lenged us; and should the -vote be
adverse, members on the Treasury bench
will not be at all inclined to delay their
abandonment of office.

MR. RAsON : That is very kind.
MR. HOPKINS: You will go out on

receiving notice to quit.
Tnes PREMIER: If we were sure of

getting notice to quit, we should not
wait for the term to expire. But the
leader of the Opposition complained
that many members on the Government
side have nO con3fidence in the present
Government; and later on he narrowed
that down still farthier, and said that
many members on the Government Side
have no confidence in their present
leader; and for that reason the hon.
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member made a, sort of appeal to tbose
members to support the no-confidence
motion.

MR. Rasoiq:. No; to be true to their
conscience.

Txsc PREMIER: I understood the
hon. member's appeal really to mean that
they should be true to his conscience,
that they should vote as his conscience
dictated. I am quite prepared, and
should have been prepared even had the
hion. member not done so, to appeal to
any members on this side of the House
who have not confidence in the Govern-
went to vote against the Government;
and I am prepared also to ask any
members on this aide of the House who
have not confidence in me as their leader
to vote against the Government. I
believe my colleagues are quite prepared
to endorse that attitude. I am not
prepared to hold office if I do not possess
the confidence of my, party. I am not
prepared to hold office on sufferance, to
hold it by the votes of those who attack
me by their words. If I find myself
hampered, if I find myself repeatedly
attacked by those who vote with me, then
I shall have but one alternative, to
submit my resignation to His Excellency,
and that 1. am prepared to do. I am
therefore prepared to join in the appeal
of the leader of the Opposition to any
who have not confidence in this Govern-
inent or in the leader of this Government
to vote against the Government and assist
him. to put it out. There need to be no
doubt whatever in regard to my attitude
on this question. The hon. member
accuses Ministers of having created new
departments in all directions, and of
having staffs growing up around them.
There has been only one new department
created by the Government without the
consent of Parliament; that is, since last
session. One new department was created
last session-the Labour Department-
which has a staff infinitesimal in
size, a staff which is not being allowed
to grow. [MR. GREGORY:- It is grow-
ing.] But there were certain statu-
tory appointments authorised by
measures passed before our term of office;
and these have had to be filed--such
appointments as those of inspectors of
factories. There were statutory appoint-
ments which had already been made nder
the Arbitration Act; and the officers in

question were placed under the new de-
partwuent.

i. GREGORY:- The other day we bad
a factory inspector in Menzies,

TEE PREMIER: I have no doubt he
was needed there. The assertion is; some-
what sweeping that because one new
department, the Department of Agricul-
ture, has been created, new departments
have been "created in all directions";
and 1 am quite prepared to justify the
creation of that Department of Agricul-
ture as a separate Ministerial department,
to-justify it on aecountof the importance
of the work that it is undertaking, and at
the same time, to show the hon. member
that there has been no increase of staff in
consequence. There has been a utilisation
as Acting Under Secretary of one officer
who has for many years been in the
service, Mr. Crawford; and there has
been no farther increase owing to the
fact that the department has been made
a Ministerial dzpartment.

Mt. RAsoN:- He was Acting Director
before.

THE PREMIER: Yes; until the new
Director was appoi~ted.

MR. HoPKiNs: That made new expen-
diture.

THE PREMIER:- The new Director
made new expenditure. The creation of
the Under Secretary's position made new
expenditure; but at the same time,
members will recognise, I think, that it
is far preferable, when we have work
that we can give Mr. Crawford, that we
should give it to him, rather than send
him out of the service on a pension and
employ someone else to do it.

Ma. Honi~ss:- That is to get the
Government out of a difficulty.

THE PREMIER: I am showing that
if we have the work for Mr. Crawford to
do and work that requires doing, he
should be employed on it.

Ma. H1OPKIS: We all agree to that.
THE PREMIER: This work can be

proved to exist. In fact, the creation of
this department will reduce a, lot of red-
tape. It will prevent the correspondence
of the Agricultural Department going
through the hands of the officers of the
Lands Department. -It will mean a
certain amount of decentralisation of
administration, which will make for
cheapness.

[ASSEMBLY.] Ammdmant.
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MR. HopKiNs: The correspondence
never went through the bands of the
officers of the Lands Department.

Tns PREMIER: A great deal did.
Ma. HOPKINs: Not in the previous

Administration.
MR. N. J. Moos: You want to

appoint an accountant to that depart-
ment. According to the Auditor General's
report, the accounts of that department
are in a. state of chaos.

TnE PREMIER: We did that, and
chaos has now given place to order in
the accounts. Reference has been made
to the cost of the administration of the
Public Works Department having in-
creased in comparison to the work done
by the department. I reply to that that
th cost of the administration in any do.
partment mkust increase as compared with
the expenditure of that department, if
there be a fixed staff, a permanent staff
employed, and if there te a variable
amount of work done by the department.

MR. RAsoN: That does not apply to
the Public Works Department.

THE PREMIER: There has been
a fixed staff employed andi a variable
amount of work. The cost of adminis-
tration in that department during the
present year will compare very favour-
ably indeed with the cost of admninistra-
tion in previous years, although this fact
remains that we have had, in dispensing
with certain officers in that department,
to pay compensation which is equivalent,
andf in some cases more than equivalent,
to the amount that would have been
drawn for the financial year as salaries
had the officers remained in the service
of the department. [Ma. RtSOiN: That
occurs in every year]. Therefore the
expenditure this year will not represent
the amount of saving in the Works De-
partment effected by my colleague who
is now Minister for Mines (Hon. W. D.
Johnson). The cost of administering the
Public Works Department can be gathered
pretty well from a return which I hold.
In 1903-4 the revenue expenditure
authorised was £577,978. The amount
actually expended was "48,314, or
84-41 per cent., the underdraft being
£89,654. The salaries voted amounted
to £25,000, and the salaries paid to
£29,797, an overdraft of £4,797 on
salaries. Under loan the same year

(1904.6) the amount voted for works was
-R633,219, and the amount expended
£517,591, equalling 81,58 per cent., the
underdraft being £115,628. The salaries
voted amounted toX36.7l5 and the salaries
paid to £80,884, showing an underdraft
of £5,831 on salaries. The total amount
voted for both loan and revenue was
£1,21 1.197 and expended £1,005,905, or
83-05 per cent, of the amount voted, the
underdraft being £205,292. The total
salaries voted amounted to £61,715, and
the salaries paid to £60,681, or an

*underdraft of £1,034. The salaries in
proportion to expenditure were 6-03 per
cent. In the year 1904-5 the amount
of revenue expenditure authorised was
.2£357,497 and the amount actually ex-
pended £809,852, or 86-67 per cent., as
against 84-41 per cent. the previous year.
The nnderdraft, was £47,645. The
salaries voted amounted to £230,000 and
the salaries p aid to £28,101, an under-
draft of £1,899 as against £94,797 the
previous year. The amount of loan
money authorised in 1904-S5was£X465,214,
and the amount expended £424,279,
equalling 91-12 per cent., as against
81-58 in the previous year. The under-
draft was £40,935. The salaries voted
amounted to £80,482, and the salaries

I paid to £28,121, showing an underdntft
of £2,361, as against £5,881 in the
previous year. The total amount voted
last year was £822,711, and the total
amount expended £2734,181, a percentage
of 89-28 as against 83-05 the previous
year. There was a total underdraft of
£88,580. Total salaries voted amounted
to £60,482, and total salaries paid to
£56,222, or an underdraft of X4,260, as
against £1,034 iu the previous year. The
proportion of salaries to expenditure was
7-65 per cent, last year, as against 6-03
per cent. in the year before. [ME.
RksoN: That is all we wanted.] I have
a little more information on the subject.
The salaries paid for June, 1904, for 258
officers amounted to £5,207. The sal-
aries paid in June, 1905, for 248 officers
amounted to £4,616, the difference being
10 officers and £591 lees, equalling
£7,200 per annum.

MR. RADON: What has that got to do
with it?

THE PREMIER: It has a great deal
to do with it, showing the way the year
went after certain economies were effected.
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MR. RABON -But for that the per-
centage would have been much worse.

TinE PREMIER : Although real
economies have been effected during
1904-5, the immediate monetary saving
bas not been great for the following
reasons. Certain officers retrenehed
during December, Jan uarv, February,
and M1arch were still drawing salaries for
practically the whole year, owing to
allowances by way of leave of absence
and compensation for retrenchment. It
is known that the services of other officers
can he dispensed with, so far as this
department is concerned, and the Public
Service Commissioner has been so in-
formed; but it is not proposed to retrench
the officers until all efforts have been
exhausted to place them in other depart-
ments, as provided for in the Public
Service Act. Two officers drawing £260
and £250 per annum res;pectively, whose
services could have been dispensed with,
were appointed to fill the positions of
auditors under the Roads Act. The
amount saved by retrenchment and re-
organisation in this department Las been
£8,170, and farther prospective savings
amount to £21,805, totalling £99,975 ; less
new appointments involving an expendi-
ture of £2,588, which are temporary
appointments mostly in connection with
the sewerage survey, leaving £27,387 net
Raving on that department. Another
point raised by the hon. member was the
amount of £96 10s. per £2100 bonds
obtained from the recent loan at 34per
cent. It was pointed out that the finan-
cial conditions in London were better and
the amount available for investment
greater at the time of the latest flotation.
I do not know of any other index to the
state of the money market than the price
of stock.

Mn. RAsori: Australian stock, you talk
of ?

Tnz PREMIER:- Yes.
Mn&. RAsoN: That is no indication.
Tux PREMIER: The hon. member

to that extent justifies my statement that
he is not fair in argument; because in
dealing with the amount of money avail-
able, we are dealing with what is available
for Australian stock, seeing it is Aus-
tralian stock which we have to offer. It
is not right to take into consideration
the amount available for investment in
limited-liability or joint-stock companies,

or banks, or private and commercial in-
stitutions. The bon. memnber can only
deal with the amount, if he is fair, avail-
able for Australian stoc.k.

MR. RASON (in explanation): am
sure may friend does net wish to mnis-
represent me. My argument was that
he, owing to the nature of his Govern-
ment, could not, as he said, borrow money
favourably in the English market.

Tirs PREMIER: I am glad the hon.
member has made that statement;- be-
cause it brings me to another statement,
that the credit of Australia is not in 'jured.
by the Labour party, but by those who
misrepresent it, who misrepresent it one
day and ara willing to take office, if they
can secure its support, the next day.

IWe have had in Western Australa
Iinstances of this sort of thing; of men
travelling up and down the country
attacking the Labour party, its legis-
lation, and its methods, wherever they
get a chance; and immediately afterwards
we have these men taking office only by

Ithe grace of the Labour party, which they
can only retain so long as they go in the
path the Labour party directs themn to
tread. The bon. member himsaelf is just
as responsible for the legislation he is
speaking of, which is alleged to bring
Australia into disrepute, as any other
member in this House. The bon.
member himself has been on his knees
before the Labour party' in the past.
[Mst. RAsoN:- When?] In 1901, when
the hon. member was contesting Guild-
ford, when he wrote to the Labour party
and swallowed the whole platform.

MEL. RASON: The statement that the
b lon. gentlemen has just mnade is entirely
without foundation, and I ask him either
to prove it or withdraw it.

Tasc PREMIfIEKR;- As the statement is
contradicted, I shall withdraw it until a
later date, and then I shall prove it. I
shall withdraw it in the meantime.

Mr. GonDoN: The Laibour party have
swallowed you, and they cannot disgorge
you.

THx PREMIER: Mr. Senator Math ie-
son recently dealt in a very trenchant
manner with the class of people injuring
Australian credit, and he pointed out
that it was not the Labour party who
were doing so, but the men who went
around crying out in Great Britain and
in Australia, about the doings of the

[ASSENUBLY.] Amendment.
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Labour party. I contend that the hon.
member has no right to insinuate that
the credit of Australia has been lowered
because of the power of the Labour
party in Australia, and he is only justified
in making that assertion if he can point
out some act on tbe part of the Labour
party which has besmirched the credit
of Australia. I challenge him to point
to any act on the part of the Labour
party in Western Australia that would
have a tendency to lower the credit of
Western Australia, and to bring it for-
ward. He has not done it up to the
present time, and I am prepared to assert
that the attacks made on the credit of
Australia by Australians in our own land
and outside Australia is doing the damage
to Australian securities. I understand
the member's statement to be that the
amounts available for investment were
greater at the time the loans were floated,
and to imply that a bad deal was made
by the Government. I am prepared to
justify the deal that has been made, and
to assert that it is a better deal than
borrowing money piecemeal in Australia
at 4 per cent, at par, to accept £96 10s.
in Great Britain, which paid us better in
its results. If the hon. member wants
the details I am not prepared to give
them to him to-night, because I have not
yet, as the hon. member will understand
and the House knows, been able to get
the full details of the charges of the loan
from London.

MR. RAsowf: You did not accept £96
10s., you know.

TnE PREMIER: We agreed to £96
10s. as gross.

MR. RAsoN: Underwritten.
THE PREMIER: Underwritten, yes.

I do not think it was a misstatement.
For my part, I do not want to mislead the
House in any way, but to justify that
amount. I cannot go into the precise
details of the transactions until I have the
statement of the cost, which has not yet
reached me, and which, as the hon.
member knows, may affect in a minor
degree the result of the loan. But taking
it at 93 at 31, per cent. payable in London,
I am still prepared to justify that as
against money borrowed at 4 per cent. at
par, obtainable in Australia. The hon.
member has been good enough to
question my sincerity. While I have no
objection to his doing so, I hope, whether

I am in office or out of office, during
this session and during the rest of this
Parliament, to prove my sincerity not by
words but by deeds. I am not going to
argue about the matter, because it is not
a matter that can be settled by argument,
but I welcome the hon. member's
challenge to the House that those only
will support the Government that support
the policy of the Governor's Speech. I
hope memubers will understand when they
vote for the Government, if they vote for
the Government they are voting for the
Government policy. The Government
are quite prepared to stand or fall by any
one of the main issues it is proposed to
submit to the House. I only hope
members on the Opposition side will
likewise vote according to the policy
that has been laid down in the Go-
vernor's Speech, either for or against it in
accordance with their political convictions.
[MEMBER: What about the Pilbarra
Railway ?] I have already dealt with
that. The member for Guildford pointed
out that voting confidence in the Govern-
ment meant that members agree to the
Government policy. I may point out that
by voting no-confidence, the House will
be adopting Mr. Rason's policy which
has not yet been submitted.

MR. RAsoN: By no means.
MR. NEEDHAM: He has not a policy

to submit.
THE PKtEMIER: We know what the

member advocated last election, and we
know immediately after the last election
a number of members of the Opposi-
tion decided that they would not follow
the late Premier (Mr. James) unless he
modified the policy as submitted to the
electors, and I believe that they were not

prprdto follow Mr. Rason unless he
moiidhis policy.

Ma. FRAN4K WILSON: It is modified;
it's all right.

THE PREMIER: This House is asked
to vote for the modified policy without
knowing the extent of the modification.

MR. R~son: What was your casEe?
THE PREMIER: My case is embodied

in the Governor's Speech.
MR. RASON: But last yearP
THE PREMIER: My case last year?
MR. RsASON: Was anything known of

your policy ?
THc PREMIER: Undoubtedly. There

are about 86 Acts of Parliament that
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Parliament passed last session. One
would like to know whether land taxa-
tion, liquor law reform, State insurance,
reform of the Legislative Council, is a
polity which the leader of the Opposition
is still prepared to support. We heard
the other day that the Opposition were a
united party. I am certainly glad to
hear it. There has been a remarkable
change onL the part of the Opposition, and
I am glad to hear thatthiey are now united,
but what are they united about ? ['Ma.
FRA.NK WILSON: Against you.] If I
may. without disrespect to the Opposi-
tion, liken them to a troop of savages
endeavoring to take a city, they are
thoroughly united until the city is taken;
but when the division of spoil comes,
how long will their union last?

MR. HOPKINS: is that the trouble you
had ?

Mn. N. J. MOORE: You speak feel-
ingly.

THE PREMIER: When the booty is
divided, I reckon that the union will en-
tirely vanish.

Mn. N. J. Moonu: Is that what you
foundP

THE PREMIER: I1 want, in conclusion,
and I apologise for taking up so much
time of the House, to refer to that close-
ness of administration that the leader of
the Opposition argued so strongly about.
The hon. member complained that I bad
not attended closely to the administration
of my department. [MR. RAsoN: The
Treasury.] The Treasury. The hon.
member has supplied three brilliant
examples of what he means by close
administration. He provided one in the
secret purchase at Fremantle. I am
referring to the Phillimore-road land
purchase.

MR. RAsoN: When I was not Trea-
surer.

MEMBERu: What was the Phillimore-
road purchase ?

Tas PREMIER: This Tpurchose was
never before Parliament until the last
session, after the last Government left
office. The purchase was made through
the Minister for Works, and niot through
the Treasurer. It was made by instruc-
tions from the Premier, who requested
the Minister for Works in August, 1908,
to ask M~r. Learruouth by telephone to
call and see him, and lie asked him to get
an option over the property at a fixed price.

The first trouble is indicated by a letter
wr~itten by tearmouth & Co. as to this
laud. This lettor pointed out that Burns,
Philp & Co. were the owners of lots 149
and 1309, and they say: " We recently
sold these, together with lots 136, 137,
and 138 abutting, for a large warehouse,
and they are now having plans prepared
for the sm.Through the loquacious-
ness of one of 'your supporters in the
House they know or the move." That
points out the difficulties of the buyer,
which were increased by the fact that the

I Cabinet secret was known, and talked of
by supporters of the then Government
in the House.

MR. GORDON : Then it was no secret.
THE PREMIER: It was not a secret

ipurchase, I admit.
Ma. RAsoN: Whom do you blame for

it ?
THE: PREMIER: I blame the loqua-

ciousness of a Government supporter.
MR. RASON: Who was that?
THE PREMIER: He is not named in

the correspondence.
MR. GORDON: It may have been

you; *you were a Goveram went, sup-
porter at the time.

THE PREMIER: In August, 1903,
two lots of land in this particular locality,
lots 143 and 144, were offered through
tearmonth & Co. to the Government at
£6,000 net for the two, commission to be
added-A112 10s. That land was bought
just six months later, the same land, at
the price of £8,800. That was one ex-
ample of close -administration.

MR. RAsoN: It was through the loqua-
ciousness of that supporter that the deal
was not wade.

THE PREMIER: The land wasplaced
under offer at £6,000 plus commission.
After the Government had decided to
buy it the matter was allowed to lapse
until the land had fallen into other hands,
and ultimately the Government bought
it at £8,800.

MR. RAsoN: How was it bought? By
arbitration, was it not?

THE PREMIER: I don't know. It
cost £2,500 more than it ought to have
done.

Ai. RABON: Tell all or nothing.
THE PREMIER: Another instance of

close adniinistraition is provided in
regard to the railway buildings which
where supposed to be erected close to the
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railway station in Perth. The hon. mem-
ber for Guildford approved of the erection
of buildings to cost between £30,000 and
£40,000, and after that approval was
given the hon. member said, when it was
proposed to go on with the building,
that he did not know the locality in which
it was to be erected, and stated farther
that he had not seen the plans. If the
hon. member wants to have his remarks
accurately given I will quote from the
speech which I made at Subiaco, in which
I said:-

Mr. Eason stated that the Commissioner
informed him that he was in very urgent used
of additional office accommodation, and that

hedsie tow exed in that direction a sum
of aout£80000partly from revenue and

partly from loan. The Government, in reply
to his representations, said that the money
would be made available. But they had
no idea whatever that Mr. George was
going to rush the matter on in the manner
that he had done, nor did they know
that it was proposed to erect the block of
offices on the vacant ground between the
existing premises and Wellington street. Mr.
Rason added that he was not even aware that
plans had been prepared. Now, there are
three points in that statement to which I wish
to draw your particular attention. First,
that the Minister did not know that plans
were prepared, second that the late Govern-
ment did not know where it was proposed to
erect the buildings, and third that Mr. Rason
had no idea that Mr. George was going to rush
the matter on. I have in my hand a letter
on the subject, dated July 15th, 1904, from the
Commissioner for Railways (Mr. George) to
the then Minister for Railways (Mr. Rason).

Then I quoted certain official correspond-
ence, which I will not trouble the House
with unless the hen. member wishes it.

MR. lASON:; I don't.
THE PREMIER: After quoting that

I went on to add:-
It is clearly shown that the plans were in

Mr. Raaou's office for some months. It may
be urged that Mx. George came up with this
paper in his pocket, handed it to Mr. Rason,
got formal approval, and took it away with
him. Hut I find that Mr. Rason approved of
it on July 30th, 1904, fifteen days after he
was written to by Mr. George. This dispses
of the statement that Mr. Eason did not know
where the work was to be carried out, that he
did not know the plans were prepared, and
that he did not know it was intended to rush
the work.

MR. R~soN : You did not trace where
it was in the meantime, did you?

Tun PREMIER: I had the assurance,
which was corroborated from the Tres-

sury, that the plans were in the
Treasurer's office for some time, and I
received this letter.

ME. H. BROWN: I am prepared to say
the buildings were started on pencil
sketches.

MR. R&sON: What does it matterP
MR. GORDN: It does not matter.

It is only another statement from them.
THE PREMIER; Here is an official

letter from the Commissioner for Rail-
ways dated July 15th, 1904, to the then
Minister for Railways:

Perth Central Station, proposed additions-
Referring to our conversation of last week res
Perth Central] Station and the plan which I
loft with you some months ago, for providing
additional accommodation and convenience to
the public; also the necessary office accommo-
dation for the railway staff, you were good
enough to agree to the suggestion that I made,
viz., that I should see what funds, if any,
there were at my disposal from loans already
floated, and that I would supplement the same
out of my working expenses. This is in order
that an early start could be made. 'The
estimated amount required for the additions
to the Central Station buildings is between
£30,000 and £40,000.
And then it goes on to describe work
that is to be done. Tt says:
with this money I shall be enabled to give
to the public a very much more up-to-
date convenient station, and I also propose to
give them a glass roof under which they can
drive and be sheltered from any weather that
we may have. The cab-stands as you brow
from the plans, will be apart from the front of
the building, and the cabs will be called up by
a porter as they are required, thus keeping the
front of the station free from a lot of cabs;
and also from a lot of loafers.

MR. CoNqNoR; These eggs are very
stale.

MR. MORAN: Very stale indeed.
THE PREMIER: This is one of the

last administrative acts of the hon. mem-
ber opposite, and it is not my fault if the
bon. member has had no opportunity
during the last few months to do other
administrative acts. Itis the faultof the
member for Forrest (Mr. A. J. Wilson)
and others.

MR. CONNOR: It is the fault of the
caucus.

THE: PREMIER: The third example
of this close administration its to be found
in that attack made the other night on
the question of the advances to depart-
ments, a matter of which the hon. mem-
ber should have had as much knowledge
as myself.
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MR. RAsON: What about your public
works expenditure? You have not ex-
plained that.

THE PREMIER: I have already dealt
fully with tie public works expenditure.

Ms. RAsoN: What about the false
return ?

THE PREMIER: The bon. member
says, " What about the false return ?"
Theme has been no falsity whatever
in ay return published. There was an
adjustment made, and I explained that
to the House earlier.

Mn. RisoN: When?
THE PREMIER: When the charge for

the rabbit-proof fence was transferred
from revenue to loan account. That
meant a deduction from the gross amount
expended on public works. The hon.
member himself knew at the time, and if
be bad not known at the time, my expla-
nation made it very clear to him.-

MR. RAsoN: No-
Tas PREMIER: Well, every other

member understood the position fully.
ME. RksoN: I do not think so.
THE PREMIER: I am pointing out,

as this adjustment has been called into
question, that this is not the first instance
in which adjustments have been made.
They have been made in fact by the
Government of which the hon. member
was % member. They have been made,
too, by the Government which was beaded
by Sir John Forrest. An adjustment
was made from the consolidated expendi-
ture to loan fund in 1898-9 on account of
works charged to public works and mines
consolidated revenue vote; and in 1899-
1900 a similar transfer was made on
account of harbour works, Albany and
Busselton; while in 1903-4 an adjustment
was made in regard to the eraction of
batteries, in which an amount of X4,300
was transferred from the mines vote to
the loans vote.

MR. Risow: None of these Govern-
ments ever showed that the expenditure
of a department bad been £38,000 less
than it really was.

Tas PREMIER: The hon. member
must realise that if an adjustment be
made which covers a previous quarter,
the expenditure made is shown, and
one quarter's return taken in conjunc-
tion with the other must be so shown
as to make the total at the cud correct.
If the hon. member's argument is that

there should be a line showing the book-
keeping process, showing the form of the
adjustment and its amount, that is all
a question of method in the preparation
of the return ; but the figures are correct
and cannot be successfully questioned.
T am really surprised the bon. member
should have made ay reference to the
subject. I hope I have effectually
disposed of the house of cards the
hon. member bad er-ected. I will leave
this question to be determined by the
House. I hope it will be determined in
the manner the leader of the Opposition

1 desires. I hope those members who
have no confidence in the Government
will do their duty by voting against it,
and I have no desire, either privately or
publicly, to put forward any special
pleading on behalf of the Government.
The Government asks only to be judged
on its merits or demerits whatever they
may be, and is quite prepared to abide by
the issue.

MR. GREGORY: It took a, lon1g time to
tell a little.

Mn. J. E. HARDWICK (East Perth):
I rise to speak to the amendment, and I
may say I am somewhat disappointed at
the fact that the third party in this Par-
liament has not risen up in its turn to
express its opinion upon the present
political situation. Perhaps members
will allow me to offer my gentue con-
gratulations to the leader of the Opposi-

ition for the clear exposition he has given
the House on the present political situa-
tion. I1 think we all, or a number of us
anyway, recognise that the time has

iarrived for a change in the administra-
tion of the affairs of the State. My
effort on this occasion will be to paint
the true picture of the present political
position. I would also like to tell hon.
gentlemen opposite that in expressing my
views I am, not in the slightest degree
actuated by any vindictive motive or
malicious intention towards them, but I
will endeavour to speak out, and I can

ido so with every freedom and with every
license. [MEMBER: License?] I may
first of all state that I am rather inclined
to make this humble confession from the
floor of the House, that I am no office-
seeker. [MR. HEITMANN : I am glad
you tell us.) I wish the hon. member
would not interject. I simply do this
to clear the political atmosphere of
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any misapprehension that might occur
as to may future politics. I would
also like to say to the bon. mem-
hers opposite, I have every respect for
their talents, and I would not stand idly
hy and see them disparaged as not being
possessed of a fair amount of ability;
because during the recess I was forced
to that conclusion, and I say now that I
believe that amongst the gentlemen occu-
pying the opposite side of the House we
have some of the best, some of the most
skilful, and some of the ablest billiard
players Parliament can produce. I would
also like to say that when passing through
the Parliamentary Library a few days ago
I accidentally came across I think it
was a Webster's dictionary- (Mcaza:
Yes; it would be accidentally]-and in
that dictionary I discovered that the
definition of P. politician was "a- 6unning
man." I have listened with everys
pleasure to the defence which hus been
placed before the House by the Premier,
the member for Subia-co. 1 am forced to
this one conclusion, that he is a politician
in the truest sense of the definition
contained in Webster's. I must also
congratulate him on occupying his present
position on the pedestal of political fame
in this State; but I would also like to
impress upon himu if he were here-f1
notice he is absent-that pedestal or that
position of fame which he occnpies at the
present time is built upon a very rick-etty
foundation. I would also say that we
shonld be thankful to the Omnipotent
that we live under the freedom of an
Australian sun where we have manhood
suffrage-[Mn. CoxNron: What about the
ladies fl-where all men and women in
the State, British subjects, are entitled
to vote and to have a say in the welfare
aud destinies of the State. But I also
regret that the freedom which we have
enjoyed up to some few months ago has
been invaded by the introduction of the
caucus and the pledge. I also recognise
that one of the fundamental principles in
caucus is9 majority rule, which I think is
a. very good principle, too. All I would
wish to say is that the majority should
rule in sending members back to this
House, which I can assure members is
not so, because we recognise that the
unions at the preseut time almost domi-
neer the affairs of the State; and I know
that in my own electorate many voters

cannot vote according to the dictates,
of the conscience which God gave then.
They have to swim in with the unions,
which, in other words, cannot be more
than a clique. It is a. party ; there-
fore it must be a. clique. The party
in power have been elected on cer-
tain' plqdgcs; and if they fail to keep
those pledges, it is only natural to sup-
pose that they hold office by misrepre-
sentation and false pretences. They
often remind me of the old fable of the
spider and the fly. As a rule, the Labour
candidate is the spider, the voter is the
fly, and the Labour platform is the cob-
web. While admiring anions and union
voters when in their proper places, I do
not think it was ever the desire of the
unionist party that their parliamentary
representatives should go into power and
neglect to carry out their pledges. I am
rather inclined to think that the one
desire of unionists was that their party
should not accept offce; that they should
fight in this House for the Labour plat-
form, instead of entirely ignoring that
platform. I may say also, froma my know-
ledge of the workers and of unionists,
that intimidation has often swollen the
ranks of that particular party. I say

intimidation," because if certain men
work for the Opposition candidate, if
they care to use at election time the con-
sience which God has given them-

Ma. SPEAKER: I think the hon.
member's remarks are hardly relevant.

Mn. MORAN: In my opinion, if the
question of unionism and the Labour
party is not in order, the debate cannot
continue.

Mn. SPEAKER: I have ruled only
that the remarks of the hon. member are
hardly relevant; and I should like him
to stick a little more closely to the
amendment before the House.

Mn. HARtDWIOK; I was endeavour-
ing to point out that I hare a strong
objection to preference to unionists, and
also to caucus. In my opinion, the
gentlemen opposite should come out from
the hollow-log of caucus into the open
daylight of public opinion. If they did
that and cast their votes accordingly, I
should not find fault with their party.

TnE MI1NIaTER FOR LANDS: Did not
you (Opposition) hold a caucusP

MR. HARCDWICK: So far as I 'know,
we did not. We met in tbe parlour and
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discussed the question. I have no secrets.
The only thing we discussed at that
particular meeting-[LAxoun. MnrsnR:
Do not give the show away]-I will;

the only' thing discussed was, what effort
shall be made to lift the State off the
craggy rocks of financial depression?
[Mr. HopKIrNs: The Opposition is not a.
secret society.] No. Everything is
above-board. There is no hollow-log
about this party,. I well know that we
liberals, we demiocrats in the Opposition,
incur the odium and opprobrium of some
of the socialistic members who support
the Government. That we might endure
with patience, were it not for the fact
that owing to our political creed we are
debarred, cut off, and politically dis-
franchised from all the embraces and
affections of the socialistic muaiden. There
is nothing that I know breaks; up a
politician sooner. I feel I am. speaking
the truth when I say that since the
advent of the Labour party to power
they have not only lowered the banner of
political freedom, but they are dragging
the flag of political liberty through the
mire of unionistical domination. [Mr.
ScADDAN: Do you 'know what you are
talking aboutP] I know well. When a
man gets a, little classical, you cannot
understand him. 1, speaking in Opposi-
tion, have actually been charged by
Rome Government supporters with
being a capitalist. I wish I could only
make them prove it. I shall, with the
permission of the House, pass on to con-
sider the Independents. I have every
respect and admiration for that famous
quartette. All I regret is that the
member for Beverley (Mr. Harper) is
not present; for if he were sitting behind
them we might call them the parlia-
mentary five fingers, and we know that
the five-finger is always a very useful
card in politics. It will take a, sure trick
every time. It has always been difficult
for me since I entered Parliament to
understand how the policies of the
Independents and the Labour party can
po~ssibly blend. From what I can learn
of the two policies their incompatibility
has upset the whole of the premeditated
calculations of the political analyst. He
has been quite unable to discover what
is the joint policy. First among the
Independents 1 notice the member for
Kimberley (Mr. Connor). who is, I believe,

Ialleged to possess great wealth, including
flocks and herds; and if we search the
pagres of Hansard we shall find nothing
to justify the attitude which the hon.
member has taken up during the last 12
mnonths. [M.R. CoNvNona: That is not so.]
Probably the same remark applies to the
member for Gascoyne (Mr. Butcher). I
regret to see the vacant chair of the
member for the Norseman railway, or for
Dudas (M.Thomas). But from my
knowledge of the member for Dundas it
is impossible for his political policy to
blend with that of the Labour party. I
remember him some eight or ten years
ago on the goldfields, when he was in
open political hostility to that great
democrat, that now extinct but one-time
brilliant luminary in the political firma-
m ent, the late Mr. Vesper, whose name is
venerated and. cherished with tenderness
by all true democrats; I rememberwhen he
anad the member for Dundas were in open
political hostility. How then would it be
possible for the member for Dundas, in
existing conditions, to support the Labour
platform-a. member who is alleged to be
a nominee of British capital F I must
now refer to my friend the alleged leader
of the Independents, the me mber for West
Perth (Mr. Moran). If we are to take
any notice of the public utterances of men
on public platformsa, th ere is no doubt the
hon. member should be with us in Oppo-
sition. We know what he said a few
days ago at Victoria Park, when he
openly denounced the present party in
power. In fact, be almost pronounced
Ministerial life extinct; and I know for:a
fact that the next day he was making
arrangements for the political funeral,
and I was engaged as one of the pall
bearers. T have always understood that
the hon. member, as he has told us in
public and on the floor of the House, was
a disciple of Sir John Forrest. We know
the special affection that Sir Joh n Forrest
has for the Labour party; yet the bon.
member takes ai pleasure in keeping the
present Government in power. Where
is the consistencyP I have every
respect for the Independents, because I
recognise them as four of the oldest
politicia~ns in the House. I have always
respected them. as men of intellect, who
have been in Parliament for a number of
years; but for the last 12 months they
have been the tail, the pariiamentary tail

. [ASSEIIBLY.] Amendment.
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that has been wagging the political dog.
In fact, I am inclined to look ou them as
four stalwart sons of the British Empire,
standing shoulder to shoulder on the
political battlefield. We see among them
the rose and the shamrock standing
together, in one great trend of political
thought, united and having one destiny.
I am sorry also to observe that the great
glory they have won by inanceuvring on
the political battlefield fades almost into
insignificance when we recognise that they
have only blank cartridge to shoot with.

At 6-30, the SPEAKER left the Chair.
At 7-30, Chair resumed.

MR. HARDWICK (continuing): T
think I have endeavoured to demonstrate
that the Independents are unnatural
allies of the Labour party. I have not
much farther to say on that point, only
that I think that the country has sug-
gested that the Independents should not
continue to juggle with the destinies of
the State any longer; and as I told
members in the early part of my address
that I was going to make an effort to
paint the political picture in its true
colours, I do say now that, since My step
into the arena of political turmoil, I have
discovered there is an undercurrent of
disaffection, a trend of political rancour,
I may call it, permeating the minds of
the older politicians of this House. Two
Ministers of the Crown have been dis-
missed. If we trace back through the
annals of the history of Parliament in
this State, we shall flind where a patriot.
a son of the soil and a Premier, dis-
missed a Minister of the Crown under
the most favourable circumstances. [DR.
ELLIS: In his night-shirt.] Inasmucb as
I have good information on the point, it
was owing to disloyalty that this par-
ticular Minister was dismissed ; and the
dismissal was conducted in a form quite
different from the last two dismissals
that took place in regard to Ministers of
the Crown. I believe the dismissal of
the Minister I refer to was con-
veyed. in the silent hours of darkness,
when it was not likely to disturb
the peace of that A] mnister ; and I
believe it was couched in the most
favourable language. However, as a menm-
ber of Parliament 1 believe I have the
right to express my disapproval of the

*kind of treatment meted out to two
Ministers of the Crown a few weeks ago.
I have known these two gentlemen a long
time as bon. members, and I met one of
them ten years ago out in the back-
blocks of the goldfields. He is the class
of man that should be tolerated. and
paid respect to even by Parliament. I
should like to know from the Premier,
who is not present I notice, whether this
is likely to continue, and whether we
are going to have frequent changes of
Ministers in the Labour ranks. [MR.
GILL : Would that bring you over here ?]
Undoubtedly it might. Come from
beneath the hollow-log of caucus and
drop the pledge, and I will come over
and be your leader. I recognise it as a
great insult to the man and an insult to
his electors for the Premier, not as Sir
John Forrest dismissed a Minister by
giving him due notice, to wire " Hand in
your resignation at once." I belie~ve the
Premier has a fairly large-sized boot.
But, however, out th Ministers went.
[MR. HEIT1AN: He should have paid
for the wire, should he not P3 Since it
has been my pleasure to be here, I have
also recognised that we have a number of
political patriots-men who, if they were
put to the test, I believe would die for
their country; but in the midst of their
patriotism they sometimes have momenta
of forgetfulness. It has been attributed
outside that they are after political crumbs
that fall from the parliamentary table.
It ib also said by a nmberof electors of the
State that many of them th rough Parlia-
ment have been adding to their pecuniary
advancement. I intend at no distant
date to bave that matter investigated.
[MR. ScADDnn How are you going to
do it?] I feel sure that I will have the
support of a number of gentlemien
present, "pd I can almost claim the sup-
port of the member for Beverley (Mr.
Harper). My particular complaint some
time ago to this House was that the
Government was principally a goldfields
Ministry; and I have had no occasion to
alter my opinion. I am still of the
opinion that the wants of the metro-
politan area are somewhat disregarded
for those of other portions of the State.
For a number of years now the import-
anice of sewerage works for Perthi has been
recognised. The matter has been too
long delayed; and I hope if the present
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Government do not carry out this scheme
in the course of a few weeks we shall
have a Government that will. As the
Premier is not present, I should like to
say that it is just about 12 months
since he went into power, and it was just
about that time that he was instrumental
in dismissing one of the ablest men the
State ever produced in the shape of the
present Agent General. Twelve mnonthis
have gone by and the country is crying
out against the administration of the
present party in power; and I think now
the Premier can see it, and also his
Ministers. If I may use a vulgarism
that might perhaps shock the Leederville
Council, the poultry farm is now
asserting itself, and the chickens
are now coming home to roost. In
conclusion, I may say that I think it
would be a6 most graceful act on the part
of the Premier if, recognising his present
political infirmities and his inability and
incapacity to conduct the affairs of the
State, he would hand over the reins of
administration fromi his present juvenile
political dreamers, whose policy is un-
doubtedly one of political retrogression
and political imprisonment.

Mia. J. If. HOPKINS (Boulder): At
the outset, I would like to offer to the
newly elected Ministers my congratula-
tions on their elevation to the Treasury
bench, and also express my utter astcnish-
ment at their safe return from their clee-
torates. At the same time I would like
to offer to the Premier my congratulations
upon having emerged unscathed from the
wrathful turmoil of what is believed to
have been a very rebellious caucus. I
believe that the present Government have
a boast that they have done a deal of
work of which they claim. to be rightly
proud; at the same time the party on the
Opposition side aire firmly convinced that
the Government have done a deal of work
of which they have every right to be
ashamed. In making that staitement, we
feel we are fortified not only by the
opinions expressed by caucus, but by the
opinions of the great majority of the
public in the State. The Government, I
am willing to concede, have some admin-
istrative acts that should be rightly
placed to their credit. However that
may be, the fadt remains that the party
on the Government side, after their period
in office, find themselves to-day most

violently opposed even by the members
of their own party. If iu the course of
my remarks I shall have occasion to speak
strongly, or utter any healthy criticism
against the legislative and administrative
acts of the Government, I should like it
to be understood, although I am in the
habit of speaking strongly, that I am not
speaking so unkindly or so ungenerously
as have been many of the utterances
which have fallen from the adherents of
their own cause. Whilst the Govern-
meat may boast of much for which they
think they deserve congratulation, I for
one believe there is a good deal of reason

ifor lamentation. I believe in the old
biblical expression -they have done
many things that they ought not to have
done, and there is no health in them.
While I am perfectly willing to concede
unto Caesar the things that are Ciesar's,
at the same time, while I am not partial

I to the undertaking business, I think it is
the duty of the Opposition to-night to
bury Caesar, and not to praise him.
Governors' Speeches are fast becoming
in Australian politics a kind of obituary
notice to departing Ministers, and I am
inclined to think the present Speech is
no exception to the rule. It has been
suggested to me tha.t if the present Gov-
ernment remain in power, or another
Government replace them, it may be
advisable to consider the appointment of
a compiler of Ministerial obituaries,
attachied to the Premier's office; and the
position might rightly be conferred on
the member for Hannans, in recognition
of his distinguished services in the
graveyards of West Australian jour-
nalism. At the last election I urged
on many platforms, when addressing
audiences in many constituencies, that
the people should send in a party strong
enough to carry on a stable Government.
I am sure members will not deny to me
the independence of the views I ex-
pressed, the same independence in which
I express my views now; and I said that
no party coming into the House could
carry on the work with credit to
themselves or the country unless they had
a majority behind them. At that time
the country had its choice, and at a later
period this House had its choice between
the present Government and a party
which at that time appealed on [he
broadest principles of democracy, free
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from party prej udices. The policy of the
present Government has been framed by
an outside Organisation, irresponsible to
Parliament or anyone else. That orgamsa-
tion was afraid to trust its nominees, so
that the party had their platform printed.
On that printed platform the members of
the Government and their supporters
appealed to the country, and applauding
that platform in this House they rose
into power. The result to-day is that the
party, after twelve months in office, stand
indicted by their own followers,,- and
charged by the Opposition-supported
by the public and strengthened as it were
by the opinions of members-with having
absconded from their policy and plat-
form, and surrendered not only their
political decency but all obligations to
the State.

THE Pnus:~x There were two elec-
tions the other day. Do you remember
the result?

MR. HOPKINS: I remember. It is
not so tong since there was an election in
East Perth, and the vacancy was created
no doubt with the hope that the Govern-
ment of the day were going to fill it. At
the general election there was one of the
most brilliant men of this Parliament
opposed by a, member belonging to the
Labour party, and there were only 190
votes between the two candidates. The
Government were not long in office when
aniother vote was taken in the same con-
stituency, and with all due respect to my
good friend Mr. Hardwick, who does not
aspire to place himself on the same level
as the present Agent General, there was
a very fair indication given then of the
opinion held of the polity brought forward
by the present Government. Our attention
has been directed to the recent elections.
Take the ease of the member for Brown
Hill: he was elected in the first instance
not on any public service rendered to the
country, but because he had been secre-
tary to a local union. Mr. Bath is a,
gentleman I esteem, and to my mind he
is one of the best in the Cabinet-I do
not hesitate to express that opinion. I
was astonished when the first Cabinet
was farmed that he was not given a place
in it; and recently when Mr. Bath was
given a portfolio, I was one of the first to
offer him my congratulations. The Brown
Hill constituency is controlled by the
Labour vote; and of course up to the pre-

sent period it has only' been necessary to
brand any candidate in a Labour con-
stituency with the bald phrase "Labour."
It is not " vote for Bath," as it haes to be
"1vote for Hopkins," or anyone else ; but
simply " vote for Labour," and then the
machinery of the political party is brought
into operation, and opposition there is
useless.

MR. BOLTON: I am glad you admit it.
MR. HOPKINS: I do; but there will

be an awakening, and when that time
comes the member for North Fremantle
will be looking for another constituency.

MR. BOLTON: Another job, not another
constituency.

MR. HOPKINS: Lord Salisbury,
speaking of the Reform Bill in 1867,
made use of the few following words, which
to my mind go a long way towards sum-
ming up the history of the presentGovern-
ment, and for that reason I ask members
of the House to bear with me while I read
this interesting extract. Lord] Salisbury
Said:-

Our theory of Government is that on each
side of the House there should be men sup-
porting definite opinions, and that what they
hays supported in Opposition they should
adhere to in office; and that every one should
know, from the fact of their being in office,
that those particular opinions will be sup-
ported. If you reverse that, and declare that,
no matter what a man has supported in Oppo-
sition, the moment he gets into office it shall
be open to him to reverse and repudiate it all,
you practically destroy the whole basis on
which our form of Government rests, and you
make the H1ouse, of Commons a mere scramb-
ling-place for office. You practically banish
all honourable men from the political arena,
and you will find, in the long run, that the
time will come when your statesmen will
become nothing but political adventurers, and
that profess ions of opinion will be looked upon
as so many political mnomnevres for the pmur-
pose of attaining office. I should deeply
regret to find that the House of Commons has
applauded a policy of legerdemain. And I
should, above all things, regret that this great
gift to the people, if gift you think it, should
have been purchased at the cost of a political
betrayal which has no parallel in our parlia.
mentary annals, which strikes at the root of all
tbat mutual confidence which is the very soul
of our party government, and on which only
the strength and freedom of our representative
institutions can be sustained.

it is an interesting one; it is one that
goes to show that even amidst the con-
servative tendencies of the Imperial
Parliament, as far back as 1867 we find
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a reliable forecast of what has taken
place in Australian politics to-day. I
believe that one of the mewmhers of the
present Government has said on the
public platform that it is wise to suir-
render a great deal to expediency. There
is no doubt about it; but there is not
much left to surrender at the present
time, The Government only recently
made an intimation that, whilst they
wished to abolish the Legislative Council
and various otber institutions, they would
put an end to unregistered racing. I
have had some experience in the racing
world, and the worst I have ever heard
said of unregistered racecourses was that
one often saw a. reversal of form, that a
horse which was able to win an event
one day failed to secure first place the next.
If that is justification for the abolition of
unregistered races, the party in Opposi-
tion are justified in abolishing the present
Government. The Government are com-
posed of young men who, when they came
into office, had an opportunity which they
should have seized, and should have in-
stilled into the politics of the countr~y
their political views. Yet to-day we find
them with irresolute methods, weak
administration, and their vacuous policy
surrendering everything on which
they were elected, even to the re-
spect of their own friends. I can
assure the Premier, as to his re-
marks to-night, that we are very greatly
indebted, first for his apologies, secondly
for his explanations, and thirdly for his
assurances and promises that these things
will not occur again. 1 'have not the
slightest doubt that if the Government
remain in office, they, will take the
Governor's Speech back and reconsider it.
That is the proper thing to do. The
Government having pleaded guilty, it is
sufficient: it only remains now for the
after ceremonies to be carried out. I
may say, almost in the words of one of
the justices of our Supreme Court, " k
the caucus have mercy on their souls."
The Premier floated a loan in London
without the authority of this House.
His justification offered to the House
to-night is that he paid it back. That
is not the point. Assuming that he
borrowed five millions without authonty
and never paid it back, what would be
the position? There is no justification
for such actions, and the Premier knows it.

Pus PREMIER: I do not admit any
such thing.

Mn. HOPKINS: The hon. member
can do nothing else than admit the state-
ments of the Auditor General appointed
by himself.

THE MiN~ISTER You Mrxs S It was
your Administration,

MR. HOPKINS:- The Premier an-
nounced to-night that the reserve fund
of the Savings Bank is Is. 8d. in the
pound-[Tns& PREMIER: Was]-until
the loan was raised, until £9250,000 was
added to the reserve f und. I think it is
a very regrettable announcement to have
to make. It, is one of those announce-
ments which do more to destroy confidence
in polpular institutions than anything else
I know of. Can other institutions with
a charter hold a reserve of only Is. 8d. in
the poundP

TUE PREMiER: Why not tell thetruth?
MR. HLUPRINS: I believe the state-

ment is correct.
THrE Panin: Why should not the

truth be told ?
MR. HOPKINS: The hon. member

had an opportunity of telling the truth.
MR. GoRnoN : Hffe wants educatLion, that

is all.
MR. HOPKINS: Talk has been made

of a6 public works policy, and indeed
there are many people at the present time
looking anxiously for a public works
policy, looking for something to be
done at an early period. Already
£1,400,000 has been raised, and there
will be one and a-half millions for the
Midland Railway, three millions of money
already pledged, and no money in hand
to carry out public works. Is not that
truly the position ? If it is not, it is not
very far from it. It is 'well for the
Government to wake those promises to
the country, to give those forecasts; but
surely there are some thinking people in
the community who will look at those
figures and use them. They will say,
"1How is it possible to go to the loan
market, having already borrowed three
millions, and ask for another three
millions to carry out works forecasted? "
Is that a practical policy or idea? Is it
a possible one ? For my part, I do not
think it is. After one year we find the
flunances oZ the State disjointed. The
Government started with a surplus of
£84,000, and wound up with a deficit of

[ASSE-MBLY.] Anzendnent.
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X46,000. The Premier in his forecast
said there would probably be a deficit of
£50,000, that "it is on paper, but by
economy we hope to rectify it." Re Says
there is a deficit of X46,000;i but " it is
all right, pass it on." The expenditure
has exceeded the revenue by £130,000
sterling. The bon. member was only
£262,000 out in his estimates of revenue.

Ma. F. F. WILSON: The previous
Government spent £168,000 more than
they estimated, did they not ?

MR. HOPKINS: They handed over a
surplus of £84,000. Probably the present
Government have apprehended a defeat,
and thought it would be more advisable
to leave a deficit than a surplus. I
suppose half a million pounds will be
required for the rabbit-proof fence.
[MINISTER FOR MINES: NO.] When
the hon. gentleman applies these figures,
we shall find that the expenditur eui red
to complete the work I am tlig of,
from the beginning to the finish, will be
little less than half a million sterling.
[THRE PREMIER: Less than £800,000.]
A large portion was paid out of loan, and
later on the Government very kindly
announced they would recoup it from
revenue. There are certain stations in
the North-West and certain stations in
Kimberley-the Premier knows this
Statement to be true-that are to-day
obtaining richer dividends than have ever
been paid by any gold mines in the State;
and yet the suffering humanity in this
country, already taxed heavier than any
other country in the world, is to be taxed
again twice over to find the money
for the rabbit-proof fence, taxed to
keep the rabbits off the property of
millionaire squatters and absentees. I
have frequently beard members of the
Labour party talking about " greasing
the fat pig": I ask members what kind

of intterpretation they can put upon a

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS (Hon. P.
J. Lynch): Would you pull down the
fence againP

Mn. GORDON: NO. He is pulling down
your reputation.

THE MIwNE WOE MINES (Hon. W. IX
Joh nson) : We had to rebuild your fence.

MR. HOPKINS: It will be interesting
to hear from the newly elevated Minister
a disquisition on the rabbit-proof fence
which he has never seen, and which he

knows precious little about. A state-
muent was made before the adjournment
to-night byv the Premier, and repeated
by the Minister for Works, that the
correspondence from the Agricultural
Department went through the routine
of the Lauds Department. I want to
take the .opportunity of saying that
when I controlled the Lands Depart-
ment, the corresp~ondence and all the
jackets dealing either with the Agri-
cultural Department, or the Agricultural
Bank, or the Stock Department, were
brought direct to the Minister's Office,
were dealt with by him, and retuned to
the office whence they came. Therefore
the assertion made to-night deliberately
by two Ministers, that these documents
went through the routine of the Lands
Department, is incorrect. The Director
of Agriculture previously, was Mr. Pater-
son, who held office at a salary of £200 a
year. Mr. Crawford, an expert from
Victoria, was attached I believe to the
department of this State at £450 a year.
Having no farther use for him, they sent
him to Geraldton as Land Agent atX450
per aninum- When Mr. Paterson retired
from the office. I brought Mr. Crawford
to Perth and placed him in charge as
Acting Director of Agriculture. The
present Minister invited applications for
a Director at&a salary of £i00perannum.
A large number of applications were
received, and aboard of three independent
gentlemen was appointed, all of them
I believe very expert, to consider the
question, and that board out the list down
to three-Mr. Chaplin, Mr. Orosbie, and
Mr. Crawford. There was an oppor-
tunity for a Government which wanted
economy to say, " We will retain the man
we have at £450." They did not do it.
They said, " We will bring in an outsider
and pay him £2700 a year.

THE PREMIER: YOU proposed to pay
an outsider £21,000.

Ma. HOPKINS: A choice was made
of an outsider when there was another
man within the State who knew the
department, knew the State, and knew
the soils and the conditions. Why was he
passed over to bring in an outsider, more
particularly when the Government con-
templated a deficit, and knew the Urgent
need of money ? The Norsemian railway
has been promised to the goldfields resi-
dents, and if the announcement made to-
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night or in the Governor's Speech were
sincere, the goldfields would have some
reason to congratulate themselves For
the reason that I doubt the sincerity
of the Government in this question, I am'i
going to briefly explain those reasons,
wbich I venture to say are conclusive
and permit of no reply from members of
the Treasury bench. I received a wire
from Boulder saying:--

The Government are about to grant or have
granted the right to build a railway to carry
timber to the mines from the south of Lake-
side. plaes inquire.
I did so. I rang up the Minister and I got
the clerk, who said, " You cannot see the
Minister." As a matter of fact, I believe
the Minister was in conference studying
the consolidating Land Bill which the
James Government left over 12 months
ago. I could not see him, I could not
speak to him; but his staff furnished
the following information concerning the
question:

The concession has been approved of by the
Minister for Mines; the Department of Rail-
ways are approving Of it, anld it is sO far
forward that it will probably be approved of
by this department to-day.
I then wrote to the Minister, and con-
cluded my letter in these words:

I hope that no undue haste will be observed,
and that meanwhile the nature of the opposi-
tion will be inquired into,
I was anxious to get the matter held over
for the time being. The next message
camie by telephone, and was recorded in
pencil by my accountant as he received
it:-

The clerk of the Minister for Lands, under
instructions, rang up to say: "1The matter of
the tramway at Lakeside was in such a
forward condition in his department that it
was being granted; but before passing the
same he desired to see you this afternoon to
hear your objections."
As a matter of fact, I was at Fremnantle
and knew nothing about this message
until next day.

He also pointed out that a notice was in-
nerted in the Kalgoorlie Miner of the 14th
and 15th, stating that if no objections were
lodged the application would be granted.
T immediately wrote to the Premier, and
I received 'an assurance from him that
the permission would not be granted
without due inquiry. I then received
this letter from Kalgoorlie:

I notice in yesterday's West Austrsalian that
you have given notice of your intention to awk

the Minister for Lands certain questions in
connection with an application for permission
to construct a wood trainline fromn Lakeside in
a southerly direction. This application, I
understand, has been granted, and a start has
already been masde for the construction of the
tramway. It will, no doubt, be within your
recollection that when you were holding office
I made a similar application to the Govern-
went, and it was then decided that unless we
were prepared to pay a rental of .220 pir mile
per annum for the whole length of the line,
the right to build the line wasi to be put up to
public competition.

THE PREMIER: Do you think that
fair ?

MR. HOPKINS: The communication
continues:

On seeing in the Kalgoorlie Min"r of the 14th
June an advertisement of the Kalgoorlie and
Boulder Firewood Company's, applying for
permission to construct a line, I addressed a
letter to the Under Secretary for Lads,
calling his attention to my previous applica-
tion and the conditions that had then been
imposed, and I maintain that in the event of
ay deviation from the original conditions

imposed upon me, I should have an opportunity
of renewing my application.

And he encloses a copy of the letter
sent to the department, which I will not
wear y the House by reading. It is here,
and aniyone can see it. I received the
following letter the next day:

I sent you a wire yesterday with reference
to the application for a wood line from Lake-
side, and intended writing and explaining the
matter from local carters' points of view, but
circumstances occurred which forced me to
leave for Goongarrie by the first train. As
far as I can learn, this is the situation.
Between the Kurrawang line, the Kanoward
and Bulong State Forests, also I believe a
reserve for the Golden Ridge people, there is
only a small piece of country out from Lake-
side that the local carters are depending on.
It will be very hard on those who have been
here for years, and have a moral if not a legal
right, if they have to stand wide and see
strangers come in from all directions. If it
could not be prevented, is there any means by
wvhich those people could be prevented fromn
cutting timber for, say, 20 miles? Local
people are already going out 15 miles; and the
forest that would keep them employed for
years will be cut out in a few months by a
timber company. I wvas always under the imo-
pression that these lines were only to bring in,
from long distances, the wood that was out of
reach of a man carting with a horse and dray.
That means an opposition railway to the
Norseman line; it means a 'railway
cheaply constructed and cheaply run, to
bring in the fuel which is locate;d closest
to the Boulder mines. It means that for

[A.SSPMBLY.] Amendment.
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the next ten years this firewood company
will be carr 'ying the fuel that ought to be
carried along the Norseman railway
route,

MR. HORNa: How far is the other line
from the Norseman railway P

Mix HOPKINS: I will deal directly
with that question. The project for the
firewood railway in'mediately destroys
the strongest argument for the construc-
tion of the Norseman railway.

THE PiRMIER: You said you would
have granted permission for the firewood
railway at a rental. Would that have
been fairP

Mn. HOPKINS:- I should undoubtedly
have granted it at £20 per annum per
mile; but, unfortunately, it was not the
policy of the James Government to build
the Norsemnan railway. Had it been,
they certainly would not have granted a
permit for another line to run in opposi-
tion to it, I dare say the concession
asked for and granted at a peppercorn
rental, if put on the open market to-
morrow for competition, would have
realised nothing under £2,000 per annum
for 50 miles of it. Now these documents
I have read prove some weakness of the
present Government.

Tns MINISTER FORt Mixs: They
prove that you did not know the details.

MR. HOPKINS: I will prove my
knowledge of them before I finish. It
may be smart polities to do these things,
and I know that among the present
Government are Some people who plume
themselves on such feats. But on what
evidence has the Government determined
to build the Norseman railway from
Coolgardie, what evidence has been
collected as to the moutes, and what were
the inquiries made ?

MR. BEm oe:. There has not been a
Royal Commission on the subject.

MRn. HOPKINS: I do not think there
has, though I have 'here several bulky
reports of Royal Commissions, for all of
which the country has had to pay. Now,
it is manifest to people who know the
map that the existing railway runs from
Kalgoorlie through the Boulder mines
south to Lakeside; and if continued in a
direct line south it would go close beside
Redhill, would serve Mt. Monger, and
would run due south to Widgemooltha,
and thence through to Norseman. That
would be a direct southerly railwayv line.

MESIEER: What about Hampton
Plains ?

Ma. HOPKINS: To take it through
Hampton 'Plains would make no differ-
ence.

MR. MORAN: You have power to take
land for a railway there.

MsR. HO PKINS:. If that is abig estate,
it can be dealt with by taxation ; and the
Government are in at position to impose
taxation, and could hare imposed it last
session. There is only one parallel in the
history of this State, and probably in
Australian politics, to a Government
which has chosen to build a railway and
then granted to another party permission
to run an electric tramway in opposition.

THE PREMrIER: When was that per-
mission granted ?

Mn. HOPKINS: I have given suffi-
cient evidence to prove that it would have
been granted a week ago had it not been
for my intercession. [THE PRExmiER:
No.] Is it not true also that work was
started? I should not attach much im-
portance to that; but the information
from the Lands Department cannot be
denied. There is an extract from the
file, telephoned to my office by the
officers of the department.

THr Pannnia: No Minister is respon-
sible for what is on the file.

MR. HOPKINS:- I reiterate that the
information telephoned to me in the first
instance was that the Minister for Mines
had approved of the project.

THE PREMIER: That is not correct.
TEE MINISTER FOR MINES (Hon. W.

D. Johnson): The Minister for Mines
has never seen it.

MR. HOPKINS: The Minister for
Mines assured me in the corridor that he
had.

THE MINISTER FOR MINES: The
Minister did not so assure the hon. mresn-
her.

Mm. HOPKINS: Pardon me; I a~m
speaking of the er-Minister for Mines
(Hon. It. Hastie).

THE MINISTER FOR JUSTICE
(Hon. KR. Hastie), in explanation: Will
the House allow me to explain ? I told
the hon. member that when I was
Minister for Mines I was spoken to
about this line-I think some two years
ago; and I said I had no personal obi cc-
tions to it whatever, but that the project
had been before previous Governments,

[13 Jrl'y' 190.5.] Amendment.
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and that I understood, ab a matter of
policy, it was not thought desirable to
encourage the construction of such lines.

MR. HOPKINS:- In the corridor, the
Minister (Ron. R. Hastie) was kind
enough to tell me that he had dealt with
the matter, and was astonished to think
that any Minister would he so foolish as
to contemplate granting this particular
line of railway.

THE MINISTER FOR JUSTICE: Mr.
Speaker, I did not.

MR. SPEAKERI: The hon. member
(&Ir. Hopkins) must accept the denial.

Ma. HOPKINS: I have pleasure in
accepting the denial. At the same time,
members must be aware that the Norse-
man railway, if continued from Lakeside
south, would I suppose for the next
15 or 20 years carry the whole of the
fuel supplies required by the mines on
the Golden Nile. In the circumstances,
what would happen if permission were
granted to construct a firewood lineP
We have no assurance yet that it will
not be granted, and I an. sure it would
have been had it not been for my inter-
cession. [THE PRExmIER .&Nonsense.]
Quite so. My friends opposite (Govern-
ment) have had time to review the posi-
tion. The Midland Railway question
has, I understand, by the urgent repre-
sentations of the present Premier, been
eliminated from this debate, on the
ground that it had better not be dis-
cussed on the Address-in-Reply. If that
be so, the obvious answer is, toD my mind,

W1VVhy did Ministers include the question
in the Governor's Speech ?"

Tnn PREMIER (in explanation): I
should like to make a, statement on this
point. Before the Address-in-Reply was
prepa red at all, 1 saw the leader of the
Opposition in regard to the Midland

Railway. At the time when this debate
was likely to begin, I asked him if he
desired to make the railway purchase a
party question. If he had chosen to
make it a paxrty question I could not have
prevented his doing so, and would have
fallen in with him. But the bon. member
assured me he had no desire whatever to
include it in the debate on the Address,
and that he thought it was better to deal
'with it on non-party lines.

Mu. EASON: I am sure the Premier
would not wilfully misrepresent what
occurred; but his nmemory is not quite

accurate. What actually happened was
Ithis, and he will doubtless remember
that my version must be correct. He
asked me to see him, and brought up the
subject of the Midland Railway. He
said, " You will not make that aL party
question ? I was perfectly sure without
asking you that you would not; but I
should like your assurance on that sub-
ject." Now, is not that correct?

Tan PREMIER :I cannot say as to the
Iwords.

Ma. EASON:- That is absolutely cor-
rect ; and I assured the Premier that. if
the negotiations, so far, were subject to

ithe approval of Parliament, I would not,
and did not desire to, make a party
matter of it.

THE PREMIER: And that you thought
1everything ought to be done to keep the
optio'n open.

MR. RASON: Undoubtedly.
MR. HOPKINS: Those members who

have participated in the pastime of
pigeon-shooting know the benefit of
having a second barrel. The leader of
the Opposition is a good tatician.
He said, 11If the Government do
not come down on this shot I will get
themn on the next. I will keep it out of
the debate to please you." We all know
that it does not take a very heavy charge
to kill a wounded bird; and in all
probability the leader of the Opposition

I knew his game when he made those
ar-rangements. Many months have
elapsed since the Goyernment had the

IMidland Railway and its lands offered to
them for purchase. All razing leases
within the State had then been with-
drawn from selection. Upwards of
20 conditional purchase inspectors were
available at the call ofthe Government.
These men -most of them qualified
surveyors -with their conveyances, if

Iplaced at the disposal of the manager of
the Agricultural Bank, would have com-
pleted inside '30 days the whole classifica-
tion of the Midland estate. They would
have saved the State an expenditure of
several hundred pounds, and, in addition,
whether far taxation or for purchase,
and ultimately for re-selection and re-
sale, the work they would have done
must have been of permanent value to
the State, and 'worth thousands of pounds,
Instead of that course being adopted, we
find the manager of the Agricultural Bank
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taken from his business, given charge of
the inspection, and asked to value over
three million acres of country. Had the
work been taken in hand with some vim
at the outset, matters would not have
been so bad; hut what do we find? I
know what work these conditional pur-
chase inspectors are engaged in, and will
speak of its utility when I come to the
consolidating Land Bill. But they are
alleged to be busy. The Premier is going
for a picnic in the Eastern States with
Tommy Bent. The then Minister for
Works (Hon. W. D. Johnson) is lectur-
ing Chinamen at Osborne Park; the rest
of the Government are marking time.
And so, while all these episodes are in
progress, this momentous question is
neglected ; until at the last moment the
valuation is completed, and the Govern-
ment have no time to consider tbe pro-
posal on its merits. They are rushed. on
every hand by the representatives of the
company. And after all, what is the
position of the company? They put
£200,000 of their own money into the
enterprise, the bulk of which money
probably went to the promoters and to
the first robbers; and the company have
lived on State charity over since. And
then, by rushing forward with a pro-
posal at the last moment, they have led
the Government, who were in a hysterical
condition, to say, " All right; it is worth
one and a-half millions." But when the
Government realise the enormity of the
crime they have committed, when they
see what a palpable blunder has been
made, what do they do? Instead of
living up to the traditions of responsible
government -- shouldering the burden
they themselves had created, closing the
deal, and paving for the property-they
come to Parliament crying for mercy, and
craving consideration under the she).
ter of the votes of interested politi-
cians, many of whom they know are
pledged to buy that railway at any
price. A casualty ward was a very
urgent necessity on the Golden Mile.
The matter was brought under the
notice of the Government, brought pro-
minently under the notice of successive
Governments; but, unfortunately, it
'never received the attention it merited.
I brought it under the notice of the
present and preceding Governments.
Doctors, drawing fine salaries from the

country, are sitting in state at the
Kalgoorlie hospital. There are many
indigent out-door patients of the Kal-
goorlie hospital who live at Boulder, and
who have either to find the money for
tram fares or walk the distance to get
out-door treatment at the hands of the
Kalgoorlie doctors. The building of that
ward probably represented £2 50, Doctors,
or at least one of them, could have filled
in their spare time by going to Boulder
to the Golden Mile to treat these patients.
What has been done in that matter?
Not only was it shelved, but it was repu-
diated at one time. It is an indication,
after all, that in a question of this kind
the Labour Government do not concede
to the people .that bring them into, power
at least that thoughit and that considera-
tion to which they are entitled.

THE MINISTER FoR Mizqi: Why did
you not get it built?

Ma., HOPKINS: I did my best; but
I was not Minister for Works. I bhad
quite enough to do to control miy own
department. I had hopes that the mem-
bers representing those constituencies
might have helped me. In fact, I relied
on the member for Hannans. I knew
his heart w a in the right place, but
unfortunately at that timne he was busily
engaged in a hen-laying competition,
p reference being given to unionists, I
believe, every time, I come to the Rail-
way Department with its big revenue
earned of £1,600,000 sterling a year. In
1901 we had the members of the Labour
party calling for independent commis-
sioners. Then, of course, they were in a
minority. To-day we find the same party
with amajority in Parliament, and they
want no independent commissioners but
Ministerial control.

LABOUR MEMBER: WhyP
Mn.. HOPKINS:- They have it now.
LALBOUR MEMBER: Hear, hear.
Ma. HOPKINS: The hon. member

was not a member of the party at that
period. The question of railway rates
was the subject of a statement made by
the Minister for Railways this afternoon.
The statement was very callous, and was
by no means interesting. Railway rates
do not appeal to the people of the city
of Perth. Why ? Because they do not
pay railway rates; but the people of the
interior, where eve-ry tool of trade, all
their clothes and the goods consumed,
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pay the railway rates, are those from
whom the railway revenue is drawn.
Only recently the late Minister for
Labour (Mr. Holman) said, "We have
500 unnecessary men at work," probably
sand-shifting or work that could have
stood over for another year, and that was
representing £60,000 a year.

MR. HOLMAN : I deny I ever made
the remarks the hon. member is im-
puting, and I shall prove it to the House
before the debate is over.

Mx. HOPKINS: Is it not a fact that
the late Minister for Labour made at
statement that they bad 500 men at
work whom Mr. George intimated could
have been dispensed with ?

Ma.. HoLMN: It is not a fact.
[Several members began searching

newspaper cuttings for a passage.)
MR. HOPKINS: Well, I have read

in the papers that 500 men could have
been dispensed with, in the opinion of
the Commissioner of Railways. It only
represents a small item of £60,000 for
the year; and with a Government that
boasts of economy it is a matter we
might think worthy of some considera-
tion.

MR. HOLMAN: The work should have
been done the year before;- and a good
deal of it was stopped by your Govern-
ment.

MR. HOPKINS : It is quite sufficient
to say that hon. members of this House
know that a statement was made that
would only lend itself to the interpreta-
tion that 500 men could have been dis-
pensed with.

INu. HOLMAN : We could have dis-
pensed with every man in the railway
service.

Ma. HOPKINS: If the hon. member
turns it round that way, I say we could
not have dispensed with every man with-
out throwing the working of the railways
out of gear; but in this instance I
understand the work could have been
done without, and without throwing the
service out of gear. [M R. HOLMAN : YOU
understand wrongly.] I do not hesitate
to express the opinion that the Govern-
ment have forfeited the confidence, not
only of Parliament, but of the country.
The dismal shadows it generated at
the tiin& it came to office, that destroyed
the confidence so essential to the public
welfare-the waste of public funds-

I the extravagance of departments-all
were ushered in for one ostensible reason
-- to cover up the weakness of their own
energies. .They started with a surplus
and ended with a deficit. I should now
like to read from a report in the Morning
Herald headed " Railway Department:
Statement of Mr. Holman's initial diffi-
culties, Administration of the Railways:-

Ho told me that ho could dispense with the
services of 600 men if it were necessary. I
considered that this would be inadvisable, as
the work had to be carried out, not only in
the interests of reducing the maintenance
work in the f uture, but to secure the economi-
cal and safe working of the railways. My
instructions to the Commrissioner at the time
were to keep every man employed.

MR. HOLMNK: That is so.
MR. HOPKINS: Although the

Commissioner, on whom the responsibility
rested-

MR. HOLMAN: The responsibility
would have rested on me if I had ordered
the dismissal of the men; and I was not
prepared to take it.

MR. HOPKINS: l am still quoting:-
Wherever necessary work had to be done, not
a single man's services were dispensed with
until loan moneys became available, when we
transferred about 250 men on to loan work.
There is a good deal more; but I will notIweary the House with it. It is sufficient
for me to know that the present Govern-
mnent started with a surplus and ended
with a deficit. [MR. TROY: So did
yours.] The James Government did

I nothing of the kind. They started with
a surplus and ended with one. We lost
nothing. But the difference between the
administration of the James Government
and the present Government is that we
controlled our finances and regulated our
expenditure according to our income;
whereas, on the other hand, the finances
now regulate the Government. Conse-
quentlv, instead of the finances being
regulated, it is the Government that are
being regulated.

MR. HOLMAN: You regulated a lot by
transferring revenue work to loan funds.

Mn. HOPKINS: The present Govern-
ment started out with the avowed inten-
tion of curtailing departments, and ended
up by creating three new ones. If they
remn in office, they will probably creat~e
a few wore; that is when pressure is
brought to bear from the right quarter.
It is a party that was conceived and
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created by ana irresponsible body. It will
go to-day, I believe, from office as the
discredited representatives of a lost
and wuined cause. When these young
men came into office we had reason
to hope there should have been
some confidence on their part in the
country and some good work done. But
what is the result ? We find them to-day
indicted by their own party with abscond-
ig from their platform. On the other
hand, our party are strengthened by the
confidence that the country is behind us,
and are imbued by sympathy' for the
State's welfare and for its advancement.
I for one unreservedly inform the House
that I shall cast one vote at least in the
interests of terminating what appears to
have been an unfortunate and deplorable
administration.

MR. WALLAOE NELSON (Han-
nans):. I think I need not say that I have
listened with close attention, and not
altogether 'without some degree of plea-
sure, to the exceedingly incisive, but at
the same time, in my opinion, essentially
pointless, speech of the member for
Boulder (Mr. Hopkins). The hon. mem-
ber is one of those men who possess
undoubtedly great force and considerable
power; but he is not remarkable for
either intellectual ingenuity or for that
care and impartiality which should always
characterise an important public utter-
ance. Indeed, he appears to be one of
those men who imagine he is making a
case, when he is only making a noise. I
remember on a formier occasion the bon.
member twitted my insignificant self-
[MR. Hopxxws: Hesr, hear]-with the
fact that I was guilty of waking a kind
of speech generally made in the Sydney
Domain. [MR. HOPKIrNS Hear, hear.]
I have never personally had the privilege
of delivering a speech in that locality; and,
so far as I know, the only two classes of
persons who go there are the orators who
appeal to the multitude and a large
number of loafers who slouch around
listening to the oratory. As T feel sure that
the member for Boulder did not appear
in the character of an orator, I leave it
to the House to decide in what capacity
the hon, member appeared there. He
has twitted me with killing a certain
number of newspapers; and I plead
guilty. T believe I have killed more
newspapers than any man in this country,

but I may add I have not confined my self
exclusively to killing papers. One thing
I can congratulate myself upon, and that
is, that I. helped as an insignificant unit

*to kill the Ministry with which the
member for Boulder had the misfortune

*to be connected - a Ministry, I may
add, which only a few months before ho
had denounced as utterly incompetent
and guilty of violating all the pri-n-

*ciples, of responsible and decent govern-
ment. I have not been a, Domain orator,

Ibut I would rather be a Domain orator
Ispeaking the truth as I felt it and knew
it, than a political renegade selling my
conscience for a portfolio.

Ma. HOPKINs: You never had a con-
science.

Mu. SPEAKER: I do not think the
Imember for Haunans should make that
statement. He should withdraw.

Mu. NELSON: I am quite willing to
withdraw. I desire, before dealing with
the hon. mnember for Boulder, to deal
briefly with some of the observations
made by the leader of the Opposi-
tion. In his speech, as the House is
aware, he did me the honour of quoting
velry largely f rom my former speeches and
some of my writings. Indeed, I am vain
enough to say that, but for the large quota-
tions of those speeches and writings, the
speech of the hon. memtber would have
been largely barren of any literary grace.

I find that in his speech hehas made the
Ifollowing declaration :-" The present

position in this House was an outrage on
Iresponsible government." Hie asked this
Iquestion: "Did responsible government
come to this, that the Government were
kept in power by the -votes of an Thdepen -
dent party who were responsible to no
section of the HouseP" This appeared
indeed to be the substance of his indict-
ment against the Government, namely
that it was supported by the Independent
party, and if members remember, the hon.
member went on to quote from myself to
the effect that if the Premier had 30 men
behind him instead of 22, lie would
doubtless be able to act with more in-
dependence, wnore power and more courage
than he is able to do at the present time.

Ma. RAsox: You admit you described
the party as your "1enemies"?

Ma. NELSON: f am not dealing with
that. I deal with one thing at a time.
Ie quoted myself to thle effect that the
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Government would be more powerful to I
do good and more courageous if they
had :30 supporters instead of 22. Is
not that an obvious proposition to any-
body? I remind members that if I were
seven feet high, instead of about five feet,
if my muscular development were greater
than it is, I would he a greatt deal more
powerful, more independent, and more
courageous than even I am at the present,
moment. What I desire to point out is
this-the position of the Government,
whether a desirable position or an uan-
desirable position, is a position for which
the Government in no sense of the
word are responsible. If for example,
in answer to the pleadings of the-
gentleman on the other side, the In-
dependents should go over to them, if
as aresult of this vote of no-confidence
the Independents go over to the other
side, cannot the leader of the Opposition
see he would be in precisely the same
position that we are in now. Indeed the
unfortunate difficulty would not be solved
in any way ? The Independents are not
responsible, the Opposition are not
responsible, and tbe Ministerial party
are not responsible. The unfortunate
condition of affairs is something over
which we have no control as parties. It
is a situation which has been created by
the verdict of the people, and as wise
men we have to try to do the best under
the circumstances until the situation is
altered by the popular voice. [MA.
GORDON: Let the people have a chance.]
I have no desire for an immediate dis-
solution, because I have contracted many
friendships in the House, and I would
not like in the near future, when speak-
ing from this side, to be talking to empty
benches on the other side. I desire to
deal with another objection urged by the
leader of the Opposition. He quoted me
to the effect thatt the Labour party could i
not help the Independents supporting us.
That is quit true. I said it, and I may
briefly explai why' I said it. One very
foolish fellow at 'the end of an address
which I delivered got up and ajid,
"What about the Labour party, they
actually depend on the support of the
Independents ?" I replied by saying.
"Can we help that? We did not put
them there, we cannot throw them out,
and if they will help us, that is their
business." It is extremely unfortunate

that while we have some very able
men on the other side of the House,
with the exception possibly of Mr.
Hardwick we have no one there with the
slightest vestige of humour, or capable
of differentiating between a joke and
a serious statement. Again, the leader
of the Opposition expressed himself
as follows:-" He had yet to learn that
the Parliament oif Western Australia
should be ruled by the decision of any
caucus.' Now I cannot help saying,
right here, that it appears to me the
word "caucus" seems to completely
paralyse the intelligene of the gentlemen
on the Opposition side of the House.
What, after all, is a caucus? It is
nothing more nor less than a meeting of
the party holding that caucus. It is
simply another name for a meeting. As
a matter of fact, each party in the H ouse
has a caucus. The Ministerial party
hold their meetings and decide, to the
best of their ability, what they ought to
do when they come to the House. The
Opposition partvy hold their meetings in
precisely i the same way. They come to a
decision by exactly the same process.

MR. GORDON : You are pledged, leg-
roped.

Mu. NELSON: The very motion
which has been submjitted to the House,
the very no-confidence motion just now
being debated, was decided in a caucus
meeting; and if it be wrong for the
Labour people to hold at meeting and
decide before coming into the House
what we are to do in the House, it is
equally wrong for members on the other
side of the House to do precisely the
same thing.

Mit. FOULKES: Will you saty if your
members are free to vote against' the
Government, if theyv wish ?

MR. NELSON: The leader of the
Opposition evidently thinks the caucus
not so serious an affair, for he raises his
eyebrows and sayrs, " W~hat about the
pledge P" I have proved that the
caucus is merely an ordinary meeting.
It is quite true they hold their meetings
in secret, but does not the leader of the
Opposition hold his meetings in secret?
Did he invite me to themP Did he
consult me? The.hon. member holds up
his hands in holy horror, and I assure
him I reciproeate the sentiment. Even



the Independents hold meetings and they'
have not invited us to their meetings.

MR. GORDON: You invited them, and
they would not go.

Ma. NELSON: Not only did they
hold a meeting, but I believe some time
ago there was something like a split in
the party, although It think it is being
healed up now. It is now said, " What
about the pledge ? " So far as 1 know
there is no honourable politician in the
House who is an unpledged man. The
member for Kimnberley is a pledged man.

MR. C'ONNOR; That is not so.
MR. NELSON: When he went before

his electors he outlined, to the best of his
ability, things he pledged himself to
advocate if he were returned to the
House. He is therefore as much pledged
as I am. The leader of the Opposition
is also a pledged member, pledged not
only I believe to his electors, but pledged
actually, as evidence will be forth-
coming in the House, to show the funda-
mental principles of the Labour party.

MR. FOULKES: Will you reply to my
question. I asked you just now whether
any member of your party was free and
at liberty to vote against the Govern.
ment ?

Mn. NELSON: I will reply. I say
we are just as much free in every
rational sense of the word as any other
member of the House. First of all, we
are all pledged.

MR. FOULKES: Say "yes""o"
MR. NELSON: I cannot answer the

question in a foolish way like that. I
take it for granted that my friend is a
fairly rational human being, and knows
a question of that kind has to be
answered in such a way as intelli-
gent people can understand it. I may
fadl in inducing my friend to under-
stand my meaning, but I will try. I
say that every member is pledged, every
member of the Labour party is pledged
to his electors to stand by a certain
policy, and is also pledged as an honour-
able man to abide by the decision of the
majority of his party with regard to that
political policy. I submit, the members
on the other side are similarly pledged.
If members are not pledged they are not
honourable men. The electors have sent
them to Parliament to do something,
[Mn. GORDON: To bump you out.] The
electors sent members to Parliament to

carry out certain principles which they
advocated on the platform, and on the
strength of which they were returned.
If those members bold a meeting and a

mjrty decide that in the fartherance
othse principles a certain course of

action should be taken, that for example
a vote of no-confidence against the
Labour Government should be moved,
if, after deciding that by a majority,
three or four members decide not to
abide by' the majority' , the recalcitrant
minority would be denounced from one
end of the country to the other, and the
party would be asked, " How can we
fight the Labour party unless we are
united and fight as one man ?

Ma. GORDON: How do you deal~ with
Congress ?

Ma. NELSON: It have wiped out the
foolish objection against the caucus and
the pledge, and now members opposite
hold up their hands and say "1Congress!

MRs. FOULKES: You have not answered
my question, whether the members of
your party are free to vote against the
Government if they like.

MR. NELSON:- I will quote another
statement given by the member for
Guildford. He said members of the
Labour party were bound to a Premier
in whom they had absolutely no faith.
As a matter of fact, they never said that.
Three members out of 22 refused to
vote confidence in the Premier; but I
would remind members that even if that
be so, it is nothing. [Interjections.] If
Oppositiunists have superior principles,
they might manifest those superi or prin-
ciples by superior conduct, and let me

speak without undue interruptions. I
sythat if, for example, the Opposition-

ists desire to elect a leader and that out
of 23 Oppositionists 20 members vote in
favour of the member for Guildford and
three vote against him, would it not
under those circumstances be a fair
thing, and would not the three members
consider it a fair thing, to support a
leader who had been selected and who
bad been appointed to that position by
so great a msajority of the party P It is
impossible to have absolute unanimity
amongst intelligent men. Where you
have intellect you have differences of
opinion. No doubt you find considerable
differences of opinion in the Labour
party, and considerable Unanimity, rela-
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tively speaking, on the other side. There
is more intelligence here than there, and
that may account for the difference. At
any rate I have shown that there is
nothing in this foolish charge about
caucus, nothing in this foolish charge
about the pledge, and nothing in this
foolish charge that we are not free to do
our duty to the people who have sent us
here. Let me give a still farther
example of that. So far are our prin-
ciples from being regarded. as unwise
measures, that even the other side are
adopting them. Even my friend the
member for East Perth (Mr. Hardwick),
whom I am sorry to say I failed in
defeating at the recent election, whose
exceedingly humorous speech makes him
a bright spot in a somewhat dismal Oppo-
sition, was elected by the very process he
is now denouncing. What is the differ-
ence between selection by plebescite and
selection by the old bar-parlour principle
that used. to prevail? In the old days
a few influential persons would meet
together and put someone forward for
Parliament. That kind of thing has gone
by. It is considered that if a party exists
with certain definite principles and wants
to run a candidate to represent those
principles in Parliament, the wiser and
the fairer method is not to allow the
selection to he decided by cliqueism, but
to have such a method of selection that
the candidate selected should he in unison
with the views of those selecting him. The
result is that while you despise us, while
you condemn us. you have actually adop-
ted, in the case or East Perth, the very
system you condemn.

MR. HARLDWLCK: I rise to explana-
tion. What the bon. member says is not
correct. When I was selected for East
Perth it was by public meeting open to
all-comers.

Mn. NELSON: And also by a ballot.
Ms. HARDWICK: It was open to al!

people.
Mu. NELSON: The persons selecting

the hon. member were a. party or
association called the National-[Mnx-
BED: '-Ass "j--the National League, I
will call it, though I admit that the other
name would be much more accurate. But
let me ask here, where is the difference
between an organisation calling itself
the National League, and an organisa-
tion. calling itself the Political Labour

Party' , except a difference of political
principle? One party consists of men
bound togethier to act-to advance the prin-
ciples of tahour, and the other party con-
sists of a number of men hound to act to
oppose the principles of Labour. And
surely if the one party is legitimate and
right, if the one party does not conflict
with freedom and with liberty, neither
does the other.

MRf. HARD WICK:- I ask to be per-
initted to put the hon. member right
again. I was not selected by the
National Political League. I was selected
by a league, the East Perth League,
which was at that time quite apart from
any other league.

M. RASOx: Had nothing to do with
it.

M.R. NELSON: I am delighted to
find that in the act of repudiating what
I state, the hon. member, possibly without
knowing it, admits it. He was selected
by a league. So was 1. He was selected
by a non-labour league. I was selected
by another league. That is all the differ-
ence. I have observed a very remarkable
feature in connection with the speech of
the leader of the Opposition. The re-
markable feature is this, that while we
have an attack on the details of that
administration, an attack which I venture
to say has heen most effectively replied
to by the rremier this evening, and
which has succeeded in revealing the
fact that in spite of the undoubted
admirable qualities which the leader of
the Opposition possesses, he seems pro-
foundly ignorant of the elements of aj unior
Treasurer-I say that a remarkable
feature of that speech was that there was
no attack made, because I presume he
was afraid to make such an attack, on
the leading principles which this Govern-
ment has brought down to the House and
on which it stakes its existence. There
has been no attack made on the land
tax. There has been no attack made
on the income tax. There has been
only a side-issue kind of attack made
on the old age pensions, and there
has been no attempt made to dis-
pute preference to unionists. [M.
GxsonY: Oh, you will get plenty of
that.] We are told that this is coming
afterwards. What does that mean ? It
means this, if it means anything at all,
that while side issues are going to be
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dealt with by the leader of the Opposi-
tion, they are unwilling to attack those
great principles which characterise our
party. This country will recognise, at
any rate, the courage of His Majesty's
Government in bringing down a policy
which, whatever else it may be, is a bold
and courageous policy. 1 am one of
those, I plead guilty, who believe in
moving forward, and last year I was a
little hurt that the Government did not
go fast ernough, that the Government did
not bring down a sufficient instalment
of those great principles which inspire
the hearts of the democracy of Australia
and create in every State a growing
Labour party. But now that the Gov-
erment has had the courage to do this,
what do we find ? Do we find a similar
courage on the other side? Do we find
them daring to attack those principlesP
Not a bit of it. I say the time has come
when a land tax must be instituted in
this country. The time has come when
the enormous unearned increment which
results from the growth of population,
from the development of the resources of
this country, from the labour and energy
of the people of this country, shall be
shared in by the people who produce it.
[Mn. BuaGES: What stops them from
doing it F] Up to the present nothing
has stopped them, and I believe that in
the immediate future nothing is going

to stop them. I have faith enough -
[MI. BURGEs: Then what are you
talking about ?]-I admit that I sym-
pathise with the position of the mem-
ber for York when he fails to
understand what I am talking about.
To understand a public speaker requires
certain qualities which it is unnecessary
for me here to mention. I desire to say,
therefore, I am pleased that the Govern-
ment has introduced this land tax.

Mr. GORDON: What sort of a laud tax ?
MR. NELSON : The right kind of land

tax.
Mn. GORDON: With exemptions?
MR. NELSON: I repeat that the

Government has had the courage to bring
down a land tax and will have the cour-
age to bring down an income tax. I am
glad that something is to be done in con-
nection with old ag pensions, and above
all I am glad that the Government is
going to place upon the statute-book a
measure which will confer upon the Arbi-

tration Court the power to give preference
to unionists. [Interjection]. In connection
with the statement that we were to intro-
duce preference to unionists the member
for Sussex (Mr. Frank Wilson) cried
" Never." That indicates the position of
those members on the other side of the
House. They complain that they do not
like us because the Government has not
introduced the Labour party platform.
1 say, on the contrary, that whenever we
do this and we have an opportunity of
doing it, those men will be revealed in
their true colours as the enemies of the
real progress and true democracy of their
country.

Ma. GORDON : Last year you did not
try it.

MR. RAsON : Trade unionists every time.
Ma. NELSON: The leader of the

Opposition insinuated over and over
again that the existence of the Labour
Government here, the ascendency of
Labour principles here, had been the
cause of the difficulty to float loans
in the London market on as good
terms as they hitherto could be
floated. I desire to say that so far
there is not the slightest justification for
that allegation. My friend laughs. I
will give him one example which ought to
be sufficient to convince him. There is
no community under the Southern Cross
which has embodied on its statute-book
more Labour legislation, more democratic
legislation, than the colony of New
Zealand. [Mr. GREGORtY: Where is the
Labour party there?] Labour parties
are absolutely nothing. Labour prin-
ciples are everything. I have always
said so. In the first speech I made
in this House I declared that I
came here not for this party or that
party, but for Labour principles; and
I said that if I eould get more Labour
legislation from the James Government
than from any other, I would support
the James Government. In New Zealand,
where there is more Labour legislation
than is found elsewhere, where there is
an Arbitration Act in full swing, where
the accursed preference to unionists is in
full operation, where that sort of thing
has existed not for a year or two but for
a whole decade-in spite of that, we find
that New Zealand is more prosperous,
that the people are happier and more
contented than we, that the country has
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a larger surplus, and that its credit in
the money market of the world is better
than that of any State in the Common-
wealth of Australia. That one fact is a
complete refutation of the allegation of
the leader of the Opposition. [MAF.
GORDON: We have only your word for
it.] I am pleased to find the hon.
member interjecting is so interested in
my speech ; but if he would refrain from
his somewhat unmannerly intcrjections,
and string them together in a sp~eechI
of his own, although I am afraid it
would be an exceedingly disjointed
and incoherent speech, it would be
entirely worthy oif the hon. member's
calibre. I com~e now to deal with the
member for Boulder (Air. Hopkins), who
said that this Government, because of its
manifold sins, had lost the confidence of
the people of this country. [MR. Hor-
SINS: And of this House.] And he
cited first of all the case of the member
for East Perth. It is quite true that
the Labour party did not succeed in cap-
turing that seat; but Surely the member
for Boulder cannot claim that because
we did not capture a seat which for many
years had been held by the other party, a
seat which has neverbeen heldby a Labour
representative, surely he must be hard up
for consolation if he regards that as any
evidence of the instability of the Labour
Government, or of the coifidence that the
people have in the Opposition. AUl that
took place at the election in question was
that representation remained 'precisely as
it was previously. Had we won that seat
it would have been a victory to Labour;
but not having won it, the victory was
not with the other side which merely con-
tinued to hold what it held before. I
need not remind the lion, member that
since then there have been other elections,
-that this wicked Government has gone on
committing its manifold sins for nearly a.
year. and at the end of that year, after all
the sinning, all the mistakes in admin-
istration, all the manifold wickednesses,
two Ministerial re-elections have taken
place, and with what result ? First, that
in one case we have an absolutely un-
opposed return.

MR. HopKiNS : You have always had
that.

AIR. NELSON: Well, that shows that
the country is for us, and not against us,
as you state.

Mu. HoPIN's: Noi; it applies iierelv
to your o'wnitdidfio dd votmrs.

ka. NEL.SON: Again, th', charge is
not merely* that the country' is against us,
but that our own party' is against US.
And yet, in a Labour seat controlird by
Labour votes, where if Labour opinions$
were against a Labour candidate he
would not, dare to stand, in that
very seat lie is returned without opposi-
tion. But take the other seat (Mlount
Loonora, the seat just won by the Min-
ister for Works (Ron. P. 3. Lynch), there
we find the Labour party so strong that
even the man who figts the Minister for
Works fights him, not as an adherent of
the Qther side, but simply because Mr.
Snell thought that the dissatisfaction
existing in the Labour ranks would
enable him to squeeze into Parlia-
ment. He told the electors that
he was standing not as against Labour,
but as a thoroughgoing Labourist; not
as a mere Oppositionist, but as a man
who would help to carry the very Labour
legislation which this Government was
refusing to introduce. The result was,
the Ministerial candidate was returned
by about two to one. I say all these
facts undoubtedly show that the Labour
Government has behind it the almost
unanimous support of all of the Labour
organisations of this country. The hon.
member (Mr. Hopkins) talked about the
Midland Railway ; and the charge he
made was undoubtedly the most peculiar
charge I ever beard preferred against
anybody. It was that the Government
had not, without the sanction of Parlia-
ment, bought the Midland Railway. He
told us that they had dilly-dallied so long
that they could not buy the line, and
therefore they asked this House to do
what they would not do themselves; the
obvious implication being that the hon.
member so far forgot himself as prac-
tically to say, or at least to suggest, that
it is the duty of a responsible Govern-
ment, without consulting this House, to
spend on a bargain that may be a bad
one l.,' millions of the people's money.
That particular charge fails utterly.
The Government are to be commended
for having sufficient respect for this
House and for the Constitution which is
behind this House to refuse to spend
public money without receiving the
sanction of that power which alone has a
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right to disburse the public funds. The
samte member declared that there was
fearful incompetence on the part of
the Government, simply because there
happened to be a deficit. The mere fact
of a deficit dloes not prove anything at all
except the deficit; just as the mere fact
of a surplus does not prove anything
except the surplus. Good management
may create a surplus, but sometimes the
surplus is a matter of good luck.
Bad management may create a deficit,
but sometimes the deficit is a matter of
bad luck; and sometimes it is created
because the Government in power has
had the misfortune to follow a Govern-
ment that did not do its duty. Let me
show that this particular deficit was a
legacy; something which bad really been
set moving by the preceding Govern-
ment. The preceding Government
started with a surplus of X23 1,000 and
ended with a surplus of £83,000. That
Government, which had such a mar-
vellous financial capacity, included the
colossal intellect of the member for
Boulder; it included the gentleman who
holds up his hands in horror because
there is a deficit, that, is in round
numbers, a loss of about £40,000 or
£Q50,000. The gentleman who so deplores
that as an awful circnmstance cannot
deny that the Goverunment with which he
was connected began the Year with a
surplus of X231,000, finished the year
with a surplus of £88,000, and in-
curred, according to his own reasoning, a
practical deficit of no less than.£158,000.
I submit that as clear evidence of the
the foolish and shallow criticism of the
member for the Boulder. A mere surplus
or a mere deficit is not significant in
itself, until we go behind and examine the
-cause. Therefore that part of the in-
dictment of the bon. member is utterly
unworthy the consideration of sensible
men. Now we go to that fearful charge
about the rabbit-proof fence. It appears
this wicked Government has been guilty,
according to the hon. member, of the
enormous crime of spending something
like £500,000 in protecting the properties
of men who should bp rich enough to
protect themselves. He forgot, how-
ever, to inform the House that this
very' policy of rabbit-proof fencing was
inaugurated by his own Government, and
that all this Government has done has

been to continue, under great difficulties
because of the prior maladministration,
the work that the previous Government
commenced.

MRt. HOPKINS: The hon. member
stated that I did not inform the House of
that difficulty, whereas on the contrary,
sjpeaking as Minister for Lands in reply
to the last Do-confidence motion in this
House, I warned the Labour Govern-
ment of the difficulty they had to con-
tend with in connection with the rabbit-
proof fence; and a reference to my speech
will prove the correctness of the state-
I have now made.

AIR. NELSON: I quite accept the
statement of the member for Boulder.
Evidently, being intimately connected
with the Government, he had some idea
of the bungle that was going on; and I
am only' sorry' that, instead of making a
statement of that kind to the House, he
did not influence his Cabinet to prevent
that kind of maladministration. TI say,
therefore, that, so far as the rabbit-proof
fence is conceramvd, there is nothing in it;
and now I comneto another serious charge.
It appears that the Government could
actually have effected a saving of about
£8300 by employing somebody othier than
Mr. Chaplin to be Director of Agriculture.
The Government are to be swept from
power into uitter oblivion because they
paid £300 more than they ought to have
paid, in the opinion of the member for
Boulder, for the inan to hold the high
lpositio~n of Director of Agriculture in
this country. My lion, friend did him-
self cedit, if public gratitude accounts
for anything, in connection with the
Agricultural Department. I believe he
inspected more agricultural shows and
took more part in the guessing of the
weight of mnore pigs than any other
Minister. In fact, on that particular
subject I believe hie was regarded as an
absolutely' perfect authority. Surely the
Government cannot be guilty' of a very
serious departure, even from the very
strict paths of economy, if they pay the
sume of £700 for a man who, accord-
ing to the best available evidence-
, have the honour to know the gentlemen
DINsell-lias been long and intimately
co~nnected with thme great agricultural
industry over which he presides, when it
i., rvmetnlwred that the prior Government
-that virtuous Government which we
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here are gilty of wiping oat .of exist-
ance-actually contemplated paying the
sum of X1,000 for a person to occupy a
similar position.

MR. HOPKINS: Pardon me. Neither
the same nor a similar position.

MR. NELSON: Wefl, Ilam credibly
informed that it was essentially the same.
At all events, I say that when it comes
down to a matter of a few hundred
pounds, the indictment is so very feeble,
the criticism so hypercritical, that it
scarcely merits serious consideration or
or reply. Now, another feeble indict-
ment, an original indictment, something
quite new, has been urged, not that
the Government did something, but
that they might have done something
and did not do it. We are informed
that if the tramway from Lakeside bad
been conceded, the result would have
been that it would have seriously inter-
fered with the profitable working of
the Norsemnan Railway when it was
constructed.

MR. HoniNs: Hear, hear. It is right
along the route.

MR. NELSON: The charge is not that
the Government constructed the tramway
and did the mischief, but that they might
have done so and did not.

MIR. HOPKINS : The charge is that they
might have done so, if I1 had not stopped

Nn. NELSON: The member for
Boulder has evidently a high opinion, not
only of his own judgement and capacity,
but also of his ability to influence the
Government. From what I know of the
Government, the mere fact that the
member for Boulder having a particular
opinion would almost be presumptive
evidence that they Ought not to adopt it.

MR. HOPKINS: Perhaps they will lay
the papers on the table.

THE PREMIRs: We 'Will.
MR. HOPKINS: On Tuesday
TIRE VERMiER: Yes.
ME. HOPKNSs: Thank you. It is only

to prove my statement. That is all I
care about.

MR. NELSON: The bon. member
accuses me of wasting my previous time
in attending a deputation in connection
with a heni-laying competition. I plead
guilty to attending that deputation. I
remember feeling it was a highly amusing
affair; and I can assure members I did

nothing there but crack jokes. My
speech was an exceedingly brief one. I
heard the members of the deputation
speak for about two hours. I may say it
was the member for Collie (Mr. Henshaw)
who was guilty of inveigling me into
that unhappy deputation. After hearing

Ispeeches lasting about two hours on the
virtues of egg-laying and poultry-raising,
I rose and Said that I had been told that
every hen died a death, but after hearing
the exceedingly lucid exposition that day
I believed it was a foul libel on the fowl.
That was all I said, and the hon. member
says that, in consequence of wasting those
precious two hours, I was neglecting the
important subject of a casualty ward for
Boulder. I reply to that by saying, and
I challenge contradiction, that I waited
on the Colonial Secretary-my other
friends did not come along, for it was a
rany, day-and I believe I was the first
to make a speech, a strong speech which
was reported in the West Australian, in
favour of the establishment of that ward.
Therefore, as a6 matter of fact, so far is
it from being true that I neglected my
duty, that I actually performed it before
the hon. member had done so.

MR. HOPKINS: That is incorrect.
THE MINISTER FOR MINES : YOU

neglected yours. The money was passed,
and you did not get the ward built.

MR. NELSON: I do not desire to
weary the House by speaking at any
greater length. [MR. HOPKINS: Hear,
h3ear.] I can quite understand the mean-
ing of that pathetic "bear, bear." I

desire before resuming my seat to express
the opinion that the Government-and I

fakly admit I have criticised the
Government myself -taking all the facts

into consideration, are worthy not only
of the goodwill of the people of this'
country, but of the great principles that
they have come here to establish. I want
to say right here, and I believe the
member for Boulder will not dispute it,
that when it is remembered that this is
almost the first Labour Government in
existence, the first absolutely Labour
Government, composed I believe of men
who have not had the advantages of
university culture or special training,
men Most if not all Of whom have come,
as it were, from the mine and from the
bench-when all this is borne in mind, I
believe the member for Boulder and the
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leader of the Opposition, despite all their
criticism, will admit that these men have
proved that they have the capacity and
the integrity which justify the working
classes in this country inu aspiring to
hold the highest positions the country
can confer on them. I freely recognise
the generous sentiments and reciprocate
them, uttered by. the leader of the
Opposition in his original indictment of
the Government. That speech was
remarkably clear, remarkably free from
allusions of a personal character, and was
altogether, in my opinion, wvorthy of the
hon. gentleman who made it. I desire
in conclusion to reciprocatp that senti-
ment. (Laughter.) Myfriends may laugh.
I do not. think, in spite of that laugh
which I believe betrays the vacant mind,
anyone can say that my remarks have
been of au essentially personal character.
I have no doubt I have been somewhat
severe on the member for Boulder.
[MR. HOPKINS: Don't you trouble about
me.] I do not trouble about the bon.
member. I believe he can strike hard
and I believe he can take hard knocks in
return; but what I desire to say is-and
I desire to make this my concluding
observation-that nothing is more deeply
impressed upon me since I have come
into this House than that, in spite of
fundamenial differences that exist be-
tween us, I believe both sides of the
House are actuated by a sincere desire to
work for the wellbeing of the country.
I have never believed, and I do not
believe now that the Labour party are,
in any sense of the word, a class party.
I have always held that our ultimate
object is not to accentuate class distinc-
tions but rather to abolish them, not to
interfere with the just rights of any
individual in the community but to strive
by wise legislation and by pure admini-
stration of wise laws to make for the
wellbeing of all classes of the community,
I have often said, and I repeat it again.
that it is not, after all, a contest between
the people who labour with their hands,
manual labour, and the people who
labour in other ways. We all admit in
this House that whether a man works in
a mine, or whether he sits in an office, or
edits a newspaper, or carries on the
affairs of the country, or even kills a
newspaper, in all these various capacities
we can be workers. The Labour move-

ment exists not to prevent any man
reaping the full reward of his industry,
whether that industry be by the exercise
of bis muscle or the exercise of his mind.
We do not put one class of worker against
another-the brain-worker against the
hand-worker. Our ultimate object is to
unite all kinds of workers against those
people who do not work at all; believing
that in such a state of society each man
would reap according to his merits, and
there would be true happiness and well-
being for all members of the comn-
niunity.

On motion by Mr. GORDON, debate
adjourned.

ADJOURNMENT.

THE PREMIER moved, "Thatt the
House do now adjourn."

MR. FOUILKES: it would be a great
eonven:ent-e if the papers in relation to
Immigration, about which he had tabled
a Notice of Motion, could be laid on the
table before Tuesday next.

THE PREMIER : Instructions had
been given that the papers siere to begot
ready, and be would lay them on the
table at the earliest possible moment,
Tuesday if possible.

Question passed.
The House adjourned at 9-45 o'clock,

until the next Tuesday.


